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ABSTRACT
“Exploring Naxi Baisha Xiyue” is a qualitative research descriptive paper delving into 
the origin of the Baisha Xiyue music style among the Naxi people based in northwest Yunnan 
province of the People’s Republic of China. A brief historical background of Baisha Xiyue 
includes the Yuan dynasty (AD 1279-1368) invasion by Kublai Khan when he and his army 
entered Yunnan province in AD 1253. The topic of the remaining eight songs is a Naxi historical 
conflict with a neighboring tribe. 
As musical instruments are essential in the performance of this genre, each of the 
commonly used instruments are introduced and described. These descriptions are followed by a 
narration of a specific Naxi ancient music performance, text transcriptions on the songs with 
words and then simple musical analysis, including performance conventions. The conclusion 
examines Baisha Xiyue in the context of cultural change, quite evident in China over the last 
sixty plus years. Finally, The appendices have sections covering song transcriptions, very basic 
Naxi and Chinese language glossaries, discography and bibliography. 
x
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The sound of music floats through the air as instrumentalists play their strains for tourists 
in Lijiang, a city found in northwest Yunnan Province of the People's Republic of China (PRC). 
This village and the surrounding area is predominately populated by people of the Naxi1 minority 
nationality.  Instead of guitars, drums, or other primarily western instruments, these folks are 
accustomed to hearing the nasal sounds of a Chinese flute called dizi and the lyrical tones of a 
two-stringed bowed lute known as the erhu, punctuated by the staccato notes of the pipa and 
shuqggvddvq, two types of plucked lutes. These instruments are all played simultaneously but 
with multiple versions of the melody line: heterophony. People who visit the area often find this 
type of Naxi music, called Dongjing, quite intriguing because it has not been “popularized”--
adapted to sound more familiar to Chinese listeners—something that has happened with many 
other ethnic music styles around the country. By contrast, during the concerts in Lijiang these 
instruments are only played in the original style associated with the Naxi people. 
Interestingly, the Dongjing style, though it was thought to be intrinsically Naxi, actually 
came to their culture many years ago from other parts of China (Rees 2000, 67). Another similar 
sounding style of music called Baisha Xiyue, or Bbesheeq Xilli in the Naxi language, can be 
classified as even more indigenous than Dongjing because this suite of eight (Mao 1964, 31-38) 
or nine (Rees 2000, 68) pieces recounts a series of historical events involving the Naxi people. 
Baisha Xiyue is not played as frequently in public venues as Dongjing music; however, some of 
1
 1 The term Naxi has been spelled several ways over the years. The present method is based on the Chinese 
pinyin or romanization system introduced in the 1950s. Before that time Joseph Rock’s “Nakhi” was the accepted 
spelling. In the Naxi language the name is romanized as “Naqxi” where the “q” is a marker for low tone. In order to 
not confuse the reader the Chinese pinyin spelling will be used throughout this document. The “x” represents a 
voiceless velar fricative sound. In the Naxi language “Na” is the name they give themselves and “Xi” means people. 
the Baisha Xiyue pieces are occasionally included in Dongjing performances. In addition, Baisha 
Xiyue is often used at funerals (Rees 2000, 65-67) and in recent years is being played more 
frequently for tourists (He 2012). 
The intent of this qualitative study is to provide a better understanding of the Baisha 
Xiyue music style and how it fits into the wider context of Naxi culture. This objective will be 
accomplished using a two-fold approach. The first component involves researching the music 
itself while the second part directly explores this musical style through learning how to play the 
dizi parts of the Baisha Xiyue Suite.           
One basic, important question about the music of the Naxi people that has yet to be 
researched in detail is: What is Baisha Xiyue? Helen Rees, who published her doctoral 
dissertation in 2000 entitled Echoes of History: Naxi Music in Modern China, answered this 
question very briefly in her extensive study of Dongjing style music. She states that Baisha Xiyue 
is “the single most famous 'indigenous' musical form of the Naxi” (Rees 2000, 65). In contrast to 
Rees' statement, the amount of information available about Baisha Xiyue in English, apart from 
her writing, is practically nil; a great deal more needs to be learned.    
Dongjing and Baisha Xiyue are the two classifications of Naxi Guyue—ancient music 
(Benham 2004). However, Baisha Xiyue was historically grouped with other “lower class” Naxi 
music styles because the musicians would play it for anyone willing to pay. Conversely, before 
the late 1980's Dongjing musicians would avoid playing at gatherings of other music styles 
because Dongjing music, by definition, was supposed to be played by gentlemen amateur 
musicians for gentleman amateur musicians. If they performed for anyone other than members of 
the Dongjing association, especially if they accepted remuneration for their services, they would 
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compromise their gentlemanly status (Rees 2000, 66). Around 1988 Dongjing musicians began 
to consider playing for the tourists coming to Lijiang.  
Today Baisha Xiyue is no longer considered “lower class.” In fact, the Naxi Guyue, 
played for the tourists in Lijiang, includes both Dongjing and Baisha Xiyue selections, and 
monetary compensation for musicians is now acceptable. Performing the ancient music of the 
Naxi nationality—both Dongjing and Baisha Xiyue—has become an important source of tourist 
revenue and investment in Lijiang (Rees 2000, 166). Furthermore, performing Naxi Guyue has 
become a major factor in affirming the identity and culture of the Naxi people (Rees 2000, 189). 
The text in Baisha Xiyue summarizes a supposed series of sixteenth century events that 
occurred in the Mu Kingdom of the Naxi. This musical suite, which according to some experts 
was created by the Naxi people to preserve this history, is called Music for the Xifan Dead. The 
Xifan are said to be ancestors of the present day Pumi people and are considered to be a part of 
the Tibetan minority. During a battle King Mu led his Naxi subjects to kill a large number of the 
Xifan people (Rees 2000, 67; Wang 2011). Others believe that this suite commemorates a battle 
between the Naxi and a local Tibetan group, an encounter that is recorded on a stone stele located 
along the first bend of the Yangtze River near the village of Shigu (Mao 1964, 9).
The Baisha Xiyue suite, as it is known now, contains eight or nine parts (Rees 2000, 
67-68; Mao 1964, 31-33) which are outlined below and which will be discussed in more detail 
later in the thesis:
1. “Preface,” or Dduq in the Naxi language, is played by a solo transverse flute 
known in Naxi as bi'liq and in Chinese as dizi.
2. “A Letter,” known in Chinese as “Yi Feng Shu,” is played by bi'liq; bulbuq, (lu 
guan, in Chinese) a double-reed pipe; erhu, a two-stringed bowed lute; huqin, another 
type of 2-stringed bowed lute most frequently made with a dragon head; and the 
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shuqggvddvq, a four-stringed plucked lute. The use of the shuqggvddvq and bulbuq 
are particularly notable because these instruments are only found among the Naxi. 
3.“Sansi River,” known in Naxi as “Sail See Jjiq,” is performed by a solo singer, 
bi'liq, bulbuq, erhu, huqin, and shuqggvddvq.
4.“Beautiful White Clouds,” or “A Li Li Jiperq” in Naxi, like the “Sansi River” 
section is performed by solo singer, bi'liq, bulbuq, erhu, huqin, and shuqggvddvq.
5.“The Princess Cries,” known in Naxi as “Mee Mil Ngvq,” is played by solo bi'liq.
6.“Barefoot Dance,” “Ddol Co” in Naxi, is played by solo bi'liq and includes 
alternating singing and dancing.
7.“Arrow Dance,” “Kail Co” in Naxi, reprises part of the melody from “A Letter” 
and consists of singing and dancing.
8.“Dirge” is known as “Mul Bul” in Naxi and is performed by a solo singer.
9.“Southern Piece,” “Nan Qu” in Chinese, is played by solo bi'liq.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature, Video, and Discography Related to Naxi Culture
The music of a people cannot be fully understood unless the wider culture is taken into 
account. Joseph Rock, a botanist, was the first person to introduce the Naxi people to the West. 
When Rock came to Lijiang, he was doing botanical research for the University of Hawaii. He 
fell in love with Lijiang and sought support to stay. That support was originally found through 
the National Geographic Society in 1923. During the 1920s and 30s he wrote a series of articles 
for National Geographic about the peoples and cultures in Yunnan, Sichuan, and Tibet, including 
two articles about the Naxi. In 1948 he published a two-volume set on Naxi history, and his 
Nakhi-English Encyclopedic Dictionary came out in 1963—a year after his passing. 
Unfortunately these works are all out of print and difficult to obtain. Rock is particularly known 
for his vast collection of documents containing Dongba characters—the pictographs used by 
Naxi religious practitioners. A large number are housed at the Library of Congress (Hunt Institute 
2011, Global Gateway 2012).
Peter Goullart lived among the Naxi for nine years and wrote about their culture in his 
book entitled Forgotten Kingdom (1957). In this work Goullart wrote a chapter about Naxi 
music, arts, and leisure, including an account of his attendance at a Naxi music concert. Although 
the genre of music played in this concert was not identified, the information contained in his 
account hints that this might have been Naxi Guyue.
Other people have contributed to the understanding of the wider Naxi culture, although 
few have touched on Naxi music—particularly Baisha Xiyue. In his 1992 doctoral dissertation 
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entitled “Fleshing out the Bones: Kinship and Cosmology in Naqxi Religion,” Charles F. 
McKhann discusses kinship terms and the change of religious focus among the Naxi over the last  
sixty plus years. Naxi kinship terms, especially in comparison to similar terms found in Chinese, 
are also discussed by Zhang Jijia and He Xiumei in a Chinese article entitled “The Conceptual 
Structure of Kinship Words of the Naxi Nationality” (2004). Women's issues have been covered 
by Emily Chao in her doctoral dissertation (1995) as well as a chapter published in the book 
Negotiating Ethnicities in China and Taiwan (1996). Jacqueline S. Pinson describes Naxi culture 
through American eyes in her book entitled What You Can't See is Medicine (2006), which was 
published in both English and Chinese. She is one of the rare English language authors to even 
bring up the topic of music; Naxi Guyue was mentioned in her narrative description of a Naxi 
funeral. A book by Li Yongxiang has been translated to English which has a small article of four 
pages on Naxi music (Li 2006, 52-55).
In addition to Rock, who did extensive work collecting, archiving, and discussing Naxi 
Dongba pictographs, many others have addressed this specialized script. Editors Fang Guoyu 
and He Zhiwu published a Chinese dictionary of these pictographs in 1981. Two dictionaries 
were published in English, Chinese, and Japanese. The first one, Naxi Pictographs in Chinese, 
English and Japanese, was written by Zheng Weidong and Guo Dalie (1997), and The 
Hieroglyph Alive was edited by Li Zhimin and Ren Mengying (2008). Anthony Jackson is one of 
the world's foremost scholars on Dongba. His writings on the Dongba religion include the book 
Na-khi Religion (1979) and the following three articles: “Mo-So Magical Texts” (1965-6), which 
discuss pictographs, “Tibetan Bon Rituals in China: A Case of Cultural Diffusion” (1978), and 
“Naxi Studies, Past Present and Future” (1989) which discusses other cultural topics. His main 
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focus on the Naxi comes from an anthropological framework.
Linguistic experts have considered using these Dongba pictographs as orthography for 
the Naxi language, but detailed study revealed that these images are really shorthand for 
concepts. Each of the pictographs only reminds the Dongbas of ideas and does not communicate 
complete thoughts or sounds. Even though a picture represents a word or syllable, the Dongba 
characters don't comprise a syllabary nor are there enough pictographs to cover the language. 
The Dongba scripts are not word for word but are a type of prompt-guide for the Dongba who 
memorized the script and chanted the text. Chinese linguists in the late 1950's developed a Latin 
based orthography called Naxi Pinyin which was revised twice in the early eighty's. Linguist 
Thomas Pinson published a Naxi-Chinese-English Glossary with English and Chinese Indexes in 
1998 using Naxi Pinyin and published A Naxi-Chinese-English Dictionary in 2012 entitled Naxi 
Han Ying Cidian 纳西汉英词典 Naqxi-Habaq-Yiyu Ceeqdiai, A Naxi-Chinese-English Dictionary 
(Thomas Pinson, November 17, 2011, email message to author; personal communication, May 
15, 2012; Pinson 2012).
Chinese authors have also addressed Naxi history and culture. A book published in 2003 
by Zhou Wenlin entitled Naxizu: The Naxi Minority gives a pictorial introduction to the Naxi 
people and their culture. Zhao Xinyu wrote two books about Naxi history. The first, The History 
of the Relationship Between the Naxi and Tibetan Minorities (2004), describes the interaction 
between Naxi and Tibetan peoples from the Seventh to the Twentieth Century. The second, The 
Naxi Minority (2010), is a compendium of articles on Naxi history. None of these texts have 
translations or abstracts available in English. Joseph Rock’s books, which are very rare, are some 
of the earliest records of Naxi history (Hunt Institute 2011).
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Several Chinese authors have written articles dealing with Naxi music. Sangde Nuowa 
penned a comparison of Naxi Dongjing music and the music of Confucian rites in China, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan, and the United States. One article by He Yanhong focuses on a musician named 
Xuan Ke, who is known as an authority on Naxi Guyue. Three Chinese papers on Baisha Xiyue 
music have appeared more recently: two written by Sun Yueming and one by Yang Xifan. Sun 
has analyzed the tunes of the Baisha Xiyue suite and attempted to trace their origins. He argues 
that some of them are related to Naxi traditional folk music while others belong to Kunqu 
(traditional opera songs from the eastern part of China near Shanghai). Chinese author Yang 
Xifan covers Baisha Xiyue from the preservationist's viewpoint because, in his view, it is in 
danger of disappearing. All of these articles are available in Chinese only.
According to Rees the most authoritative document on Baisha Xiyue was written by Mao 
Jizeng in 1964. Mao spent thirty-six days studying this music intensely and wrote his treatise 
with the same name. This work is very difficult to find and until recently was not available at all 
(Rees, October 11, 2011, email message to author).
Several recordings of Naxi music are available and are easily found on the streets of 
Lijiang. For example, a Compact Disc (CD) entitled Naxi Guyue, Naxi Ancient Music, which was 
recorded by the Ancient Music Ensemble of Lijiang with Xuan Ke leading, contains one Baisha 
Xiyue selection. A small sampling of the available CDs by contemporary Naxi artists include 
Maji's Naxi Pan Jin Mei or Naxi Precious Little Sister of Hope in English and Hange Peiji's 
Caiyun Jiaxiang which translates in English to Hometown of Rosy Clouds. Video Compact Discs 
(VCD) of contemporary Naxi performers such as He Wenjun's Ni Lijiangle Ma?: Are You From 
Lijiang? are also readily available. Video samples of Dongjing music can be found on the 
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internet, often taken by amateur videographers.   
The JVC Video Anthology of World Music and Dance includes a video that is almost 
entirely dedicated to the Naxi and Yi nationalities. This video presents Naxi folk music 
performed by amateurs in outdoor settings and includes examples of Naxi group dancing called 
datiao and songs played on the lusheng—a reed mouth organ. A review of this video by Deborah 
Wong (1995) mentions that, “very little scholarship in Western languages has been published on 
[this region's] performance traditions” (Wong JVC Video Asia #IV).
Deficiencies in the Literature
As Wong has so aptly observed, only a small amount of literature has been published in 
English about this region's performance traditions. With the exception of Rees' book (2000) and 
article (1996), very few in-depth studies are available in English. Baisha Xiyue music is 
discussed in only about a dozen or so pages of Rees' dissertation and a page or two in her article.  
Rock possibly wrote something about Baisha Xiyue in his historical treatises, but copies of these 
volumes need to be located. Other Western authors reporting on Naxi culture only briefly touch 
on music as it may relate to their areas of concentration. The previously mentioned Chinese 
articles about Baisha Xiyue will only become accessible to the West if they are translated.  
Therefore, more in depth study, especially in the English language, is needed to portray a 
complete picture of Baisha Xiyue. 
Contributions to Research
Four general audiences should find research on this topic intriguing. First, this study will 
generate interest in the music of China's Minority Nationalities among academicians, musicians, 
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and even tourists. Specific information on Naxi music will be provided for Chinese music 
scholars, the second audience. The third audience is made up of the local shareholders—the Naxi 
people themselves and those who govern them—who would value an outsider's study of their 
music as an important celebration of the uniqueness of their culture. Finally, the fourth audience 
would be the Western anthropologists, linguists, and ethnomusicologists who will appreciate 
having more information on the unique musical style known as Baisha Xiyue.
This fourth audience will include the author's own linguistic organization. Colleagues in 
China have already used understanding of the music of various indigenous cultures to benefit 
bilingual education projects, as well as to set significant texts to indigenous music. Other 
colleagues have expressed an interest in using local music for AIDS education. These are just a 
few of the possible ways that the understanding of a culture's music relates to the linguistic and 
community development work (SEAMEO). Even though Baisha Xiyue is part of the Naxi guyue, 
it is still being used today, and its possible use for community and linguistic development work 
has yet to be thoroughly investigated.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
Research Methods
This research project used qualitative exploration of Baisha Xiyue through the following 
activities:
• Private music study of the dizi with a well-known Naxi teacher who is familiar with 
Baisha Xiyue
• Interviews with Naxi musicians and music experts
• Attendance at events where Naxi Baisha Xiyue is played and recording them if possible 
Recordings of these events were used for transcription and analysis.
• Review of the handful of existing recordings of Baisha Xiyue
• Translation of the literature available in Chinese about Baisha Xiyue
Originally the research plan involved searching for a copy of Joseph Rock's The Ancient 
Nakhi Kingdom of Southwest China, 2 Volumes, to see if he had recorded any information about 
Naxi Ancient Music; however, after reading about his research and methodologies, this plan was 
abandoned because the report from authorities said that Rock did nothing with Naxi music. 
Research Questions
The following research questions were explored:
• How did Wang Chaoxin, a famous Naxi dizi teacher and performer, learn Baisha Xiyue?  
What can Wang reveal about Baisha Xiyue and how it relates to the broader Naxi culture?  
• What can be learned about Baisha Xiyue through the study of the dizi—particularly the 
canon of Baisha Xiyue?
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• How is the art of Baisha Xiyue practiced today? In what context is this music still used? 
Both Baisha Xiyue and Dongjing music have become musical “ambassadors” for the 
Naxi people, through tourist performances, but is Baisha Xiyue a genuine “heart” music 
of the Naxi people? Do differences exist between Baisha Xiyue music in the city and the 
country?  
• Why is Dongjing music played more often in public venues than Baisha Xiyue? Is this a 
reflection of the priority that this music has among the Naxi people, and do specific 
reasons exist that would give insights into the status of Baisha Xiyue in Naxi culture? As 
a corollary to this question, on what occasions is Baisha Xiyue performed?
• Three instruments are unique to Naxi Guyue. The pipa used by the Naxi differs from the 
modern pipa used throughout China. The shuqggvddvq is indigenous to the Naxi and is 
used only in guyue. The bulbuq is also only found among the Naxi. How does the Naxi 
pipa differ from the pipa found in other locations? How are the Naxi pipa, bulbuq, and 
shuqggvddvq played? How can these instruments be described to the West? How do they 
contribute to the Baisha Xiyue suite?  
Research Design
The researcher personally gathered the data. The setting is the area where the Naxi people 
live—mostly around Lijiang city, primarily in Yulong County found in the northwest corner of 
Yunnan province of the People's Republic of China. A major source of information came from 
Wang Chaoxin, a teacher of dizi in this area who is knowledgeable about Naxi music. He and 
others led the researcher to additional sources for answers to musical and cultural questions—
especially those generated by attending gatherings where Naxi music is played. Data was 
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collected by studying dizi, interviewing knowledgeable people, and observing Naxi events. 
Written documents were studied to preserve the integrity of the assembled information, and after 
the data had been accumulated and analyzed, a theory or explanation of the data was realized.  
The author stayed six weeks in the area of Lijiang, living primarily in Shuhe during the 
summer of 2011, in case the focus of the research were to change since the music and its 
meaning dictated the research. This flexibility led to a more holistic picture of the Naxi people 
and in particular Baisha Xiyue. The researcher's background partially determined the study's 
perspectives, an unavoidable bias. 
This researcher is well suited to this study. He has played western woodwinds for many 
years. He earned a Bachelor's degree in Music Education and was introduced to the field of 
Ethnomusicology at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois. Through private instrument 
lessons at Northwestern he gained knowledge about western classical music and found that this 
kind of individualized training is a credible way to learn a musical style. By transferring this 
educational methodology to the current project, the researcher gained understanding of Naxi 
Baisha Xiyue through the private study of the dizi.  
A number of authors have documented the importance of doing this type of instrument 
study in order to become familiar with a new musical style. Mantle Hood's pivotal paper, “The 
Challenge of 'Bi-Musicality'," establishes an important foundation in music education: for 
someone to truly understand a particular musical style, s/he must study that style with an expert.  
By simply reading books or writing about music, the prospective student doesn't become an 
expert in that style. Hood documented a principle that for some may be intuitive; similar to 
acquiring a new language, learning a new musical style requires regular training in which the 
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teacher can pass on the musicianship of that genre. In this way the student takes on the ability to 
express him/herself in that particular musical style (Hood 1960, 55-59).
Michael Bakan describes his experiences of learning a particular style of gamelan 
(Indonesian music ensemble) through the study of one of the drums used in the ensemble, 
ultimately gaining the admiration of his teachers (Bakan 1999, Chapter 8 and 9). Similarly Chou 
Chiener writes “participant-observation is undoubtedly the fundamental fieldwork method in 
Ethnomusicology.” She describes her experiences as a native of Taiwan returning to her home 
country and learning a music style called nanguan (Chou 2002, 456-57).
Michael Baily comments on his experiences during the four years he spent learning to 
play two types of Afghan lutes in Kabul. Though he didn't become a virtuoso on these 
instruments, he became familiar with the numerous musical styles they represent. After the 
Afghan civil war in the 1970s, Baily became well known to the Afghan diaspora in the United 
States and Europe as someone who understood these musical styles—genres that were quickly 
being lost (Baily 2001, 85-98).
The researcher's interest has not been limited to playing wind instruments; he also has 
expertise in the construction and repair of a wide range of musical instruments. For twenty-six 
years he owned a business focused on tuning and repairing pianos, but which over time, 
expanded to include repairing, designing, and constructing other musical instruments. In 
addition, he has a hobby of collecting, repairing, and making flutes. During the last several years 
he has lived in China studying ethnic music. One of his teachers, John Benham, visited China in 
2004 making contact with Lijiang musicians who played Baisha Xiyue and Dongjing music 
(Benham 2005). This researcher had the opportunity to take part in editing Benham's educational 
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video documenting these interactions.  
The original research plan was to begin in Lijiang, which is the county seat of the area 
where the Naxi people are most highly concentrated. Building on contacts in Lijiang, research 
was begun to gain greater familiarity with Baisha Xiyue. One informant stated that the outlying 
cities and villages tend to harbor more traditional music forms. Contacts such as this one dictated 
where and with whom to conduct research. In reality, the researcher only studied in Shuhe with 
his dizi teacher and made occasional trips into Lijiang, Baisha, and Shigu to gather data.
Several kinds of data collection procedures were used. Observation was done to describe 
the sites, individuals, and events involved in Baisha Xiyue. Studying documents and various 
recordings, as well as conducting interviews to gather more information about the site and the 
individuals involved, provided a better understanding of Baisha Xiyue. All interviews and local 
music performances were recorded with the participants' permission. Originally the interview 
protocol called for predesigned open-ended questions. In actuality, questions were asked in the 
midst of the research with no prior preparation of these questions.  
Live music is an integral part of the Naxi people's lives. Weddings, funerals, public 
events, and entertainment all include live music. Therefore, observation by the researcher at 
various events enhanced the understanding of how Baisha Xiyue fits into Naxi culture. Audio and 
video recordings were supplemented with comments written in a notebook on information not 
included in the recordings. Included in these notes were descriptions of the environment and the 
individuals involved. The specific recording device used for this project was an Edirol R-09 
WAV, Mp-3 recorder. As hard drive space is limited, interviews and lessons were all recorded 
using mp-3 at 128kbps. Since an attached CD was not planned for this thesis, a higher level of 
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recording quality was not considered important enough for the additional expense. Video 
recording was done using an HP digital camera, Model R-817 using Pentax 5K optical zoom 
with 5.1 megapixels, firmware version 3.00.08, Bootloader version 05.03.24. Many fine new 
cameras have come on the market since this one was purchased, but since this camera was meant 
to simply document the research, the expense of a newer camera was not deemed necessary.
Steps were taken to organize and prepare the data for analysis. Tams Analyzer, a recently 
acquired open-source software program available for Macintosh computers, was used to organize 
and analyze the interview recordings and field notes. Descriptions of people, settings, categories, 
and themes were developed using the data collected. Analysis of the data was begun but never 
fully finished all the way through as the scope of this project did not deem that level of data 
analysis was needed. Future research can be done by using such data to look for inter-related 
themes. 
The desired outcome provided a greater understanding of Baisha Xiyue and where it fits 
in the culture of the Naxi people. Hopefully information disseminated as a result of this research 
will aide scholars as well as local musicians, tourists, those who appreciate the broader Chinese 
music and culture, and the Naxi people themselves.
In summary, this endeavor is a qualitative research project exploring Naxi Baisha Xiyue 
using a variety of data collection instruments including studying the dizi with a local musician, 
interviews, and attendance and participation in events where Baisha Xiyue is performed. To 
support findings, documents with information about Baisha Xiyue, as well as audio and visual 
recordings were studied. Though Rees has revealed much about Naxi music as it relates to the 
culture of this people, her contribution lies mostly in giving an understanding of Dongjing music. 
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Others in the West have mentioned Baisha Xiyue in broad strokes; this researcher, in contrast, 
studied Baisha Xiyue more in depth. Yet, more work can be done in musical analysis. 
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CHAPTER 4 RESEARCH FINDINGS
The History
Baisha Xiyue embodies historical events not only through the origin story of the genre but 
also within the text itself. In the following discussion the historical origin of the genre is 
addressed first. Later, the content of the song set and the events that are commemorated in it are 
revealed.
Historical Background for Baisha Xiyue
Before discussing the genre itself, the reader needs to understand some recent events 
before delving into older history. Rees reports that a scholar named Mao Jizeng came to Lijiang 
in 1962 to study Baisha Xiyue. A report in Chinese, based on his research, appeared in 1964 
(Rees 2000, 65) and is the most complete document in any language on this subject to date. 
Thanks to Rees, the author was able to obtain a copy of the now-scarce report for personal study.
Mao's research was undertaken because several stories had been circulating about the 
origin of Baisha Xiyue, and he was interested in discovering which accounts were most credible. 
Mao introduced the historical segment of his paper with the first of the then-popular stories 
spread among the common people and artists around Lijiang at that time about the origin of 
Baisha Xiyue. In this version Kublai Khan passed by Lijiang as he started a military campaign 
against the Nanzhao Kingdom near Dali in AD 1253. At that time Lizong was emperor for the 
Southern Song Dynasty, and Aliang, also known as Mu Tianwang (Mu, the Heavenly King), was 
the headman in Lijiang. Aliang came to meet Kublai Khan at Cibao Ferry, a place known today 
as Shigu, at the first bend of the Jinsha (Yangtze) River. This event made Kublai Khan very 
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happy, and he promptly appointed Aliang as leader of military and civilian affairs in Lijiang. 
Khan also left the Mongolian Royal Band there as a parting gift for Aliang (Mao 1964, 9). Other 
modern sources such as Li (2006, 54) and Zhou Kejian (2003, 15) substantiate that Kublai Khan 
came into this part of Yunnan at this point in history and established a garrison with the Naxi in 
Lijiang, but the story of the parting gift is more difficult to verify.
The People's Daily on February 20, 1957, published an article entitled “Ancient Music 
Playing During the Yuan Dynasty” which Mao also quoted. This account reported a story similar 
to the common legend, but the gift left to Aliang was listed as half of the Royal Band and half of 
the band’s musical scores. Additionally, the Mongolian headdresses and gowns worn during the 
music's performance were included. According to this article the overall name for this genre of 
music was Bieshi Xieli (rather than Baisha Xiyue), which translated from the Chinese language 
means “Thank You Gift at Parting” (Mao 1964, 9). The government-sponsored Lijiang tourism 
website (Old Town of Lijiang 2009) reiterates this story with one minor difference; it doesn’t 
mention the gift of special clothing worn during performances.
An AD 1743 report, cited by Mao and entitled “A Brief Local Record of Lijiang,” is the 
earliest known source discussing Naxi Baisha Xiyue. It stated that three of the instruments used 
in Baisha Xiyue—pipa, guzheng (Chinese zither), and dizi (flute)—were all made in the Han 
Chinese style. The authors obviously believed that the Naxi had borrowed some instruments 
from the Han (who themselves may have been influenced by—or borrowed these instruments 
from—the Mongols). That report also gave the names of three Chinese songs, “Daodao Ling,” 
“Yi Feng Shu,” and “Jisheng Cao,” stating that these music titles were brought by the Mongolian 
people with Kublai Khan. This account was written by Xuexuan Guan and Xianyan Wan during 
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an eight year span called the Qianlong period of the Qing Dynasty (Mao 1964, 10).
The “Lijiang County Annals,” compiled in the first part of the Twentieth Century and also 
referenced by Mao, contained this account of Baisha Xiyue. 
…[F]irst, the brother of the Yuan Dynasty emperor [Kublai Khan] crossed the river 
on leather bags. According to legend, those who crossed with him had many kinds of 
musical instruments such as the huqin, the Chinese zither, the flute and so on. They 
brought tunes such as “North-South Song,” “Daodao Ling,” “Yifeng 
Shu,” [and]“Jisheng Cao.” The character of the music called “xi yue” was sad, 
sentimental and moving. When mourning for the dead, the host would have the 
artists play music alongside the coffin. They played the music on the way to the 
cemetery… (Mao 1964, 10) 
Li Yongxiang presents a similar perspective, describing Baisha Xiyue as a requiem to 
honor the souls of the deceased soldiers in his book entitled The Music of China’s Ethnic 
Minorities (Li 2006, 54).
This historical background raises questions about the meaning of the genre's name. 
Baisha Xiyue is the Chinese name for this music and means “Fine Music from Baisha,” a Naxi 
village a little more than ten kilometers outside of Lijiang City. Some say that the village of 
Baisha was the location of the battle between the Naxi and the Xifan (Pinson 2011). One 
pronunciation of the word Baisha in Baisha Xiyue uses the two Naxi language syllables Be Shee 
which means “the Pumi died.” This definition is substantiated by Pinson’s Naxi-Chinese-English 
Dictionary (2012). The Lijiang Annals record that another written edition of this suite is entitled 
Bieshi Xili meaning “A Gift to the People at Parting” in Chinese. However, although Mao said 
that xi li means “fine music,” no source was found to corroborate this information. In addition, 
“Be Shee” continues to be the pronunciation used by the local people (Mao 1964, 12; He Zuyi 
2012).
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The Story of the Baisha Xiyue Suite
Until recently the Naxi people have had no way to record their history except through an 
oral format. Because of this limitation Baisha Xiyue commemorates an historical event that 
would have long ago been forgotten had the story not been set to music. Unfortunately, even with 
the use of this genre as a historical record, some specific details of the event have been lost as the 
tale has been passed from one generation to the next. Although most agree that it recounts a 
battle between the Naxi and a neighboring tribe known as the Pumi, some discrepancies between 
the various versions do exist. Whatever version of this moment in Naxi history is embraced, the 
Baisha Xiyue Suite takes on new meaning when the story behind the songs is understood. 
During the Ming Dynasty (AD 1368-1644) the Naxi evidently had a confrontation with a 
Tibetan tribe at Shigu, a village located at the first bend of the Jinsha (Yangtze) River. The author 
traveled to Shigu to investigate the commemorative stele that can still be found there. It dates 
from the Ming Dynasty and is inscribed with the story of this confrontation (See illustration 1 on 
page 22). This stele is in the shape of a large drum and is the source of the village of Shigu’s 
name: shi for “stone” and gu for “drum.” The grandson of the Naxi commander erected the stele 
to remind the people about the battle that had taken place there. The inscription has been 
refreshed, and parts had been lost, making it unclear whether the modern wording matches the 
original engraving. However, it does commemorate a confrontation between the Naxi and a 
neighboring Tibetan tribe in which the Naxi prevailed.
According to Thomas Pinson, who has lived among the Naxi for more than twenty years 
studying their language and culture, some locals and scholars think that a major slaughter at the 
hands of the Naxi happened two different times: once at the village of Shigu, documented by the 
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stele still standing 
there, and the second 
north of the present 
day village of Baisha. 
Based on the 
information Pinson has 
received from various 
Naxi people, he 
believes that the event 
that the Baisha Xiyue 
Suite commemorates 
had to occur north of Baisha and not at Shigu (Pinson 2012). 
Mao wrote the following account of the legend upon which the suite of music is based. 
There was a legend about Baisha Xiyue after Liberation in Kunming and Liji-
ang. It was said that Mu [the headman of the Naxi tribe, a descendant of the headman 
who met Kublai Khan] wanted to annex the area where the Xifan people lived. [Xi-
fan is an ancient name for the Pumi tribe.] So he let his daughter, princess Longnü, 
marry the prince of the Xifan. One day, Mu invited his daughter back to Lijiang and 
planned to kill the prince of the Xifan. But the princess discovered her father’s 
scheme, wrote it in a letter, and tied the letter around a dog’s neck. The dog took the 
letter back to the Xifan. Since the prince found out Mu’s scheme, he took the army to 
attack Lijiang. But Mu got the news in advance and lay in ambush near a Naxi vil-
lage named Baisha. The entire army of the Xifan was killed. The princess was im-
prisoned in Yulong pavilion above Yulong lake and treated with cruelty and died 
(Mao 1964, 12-3). (This article was translated by the author with the help of other 
local Chinese friends.)
Wang Chaoxin (2011), a professional musician of the Naxi nationality who specializes in 
his people’s ancient music, recounted the story in the following way. 
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1. The author and Du Yanni examine the text of the Shigu Stele
The Naxi headman wanted to gain advantage over one of the local Tibetan tribes so 
he married off his daughter to an important man in that tribe. The Naxi headman 
decided to attack the Tibetan tribe one day and his daughter found out about it. Her 
father arrested her and she was not able to warn her husband of the harm her father 
had planned. She wanted to write to him but there was no paper, ink, nor pen. She 
then came up with the idea of tearing part of her clothes off and writing on it with her 
own blood which she let out through biting her fingers. She then tied the message to 
a dog, which delivered the message to her husband. Unfortunately, the dog didn't get 
the message to the Xifan people in time and the bloodshed resulting from the attack 
was enormous. The text of one of the songs of the Baisha Xiyue suite called Sail See 
Jjiq describes the carnage by telling how the river flowed with blood and water; it 
was hard to distinguish between the two (Wang 2011).
Mao, when he went to Lijiang in 1962, wanted to find out what parts of the Baisha Xiyue 
story could be corroborated as history and what parts should be viewed as local legends. The 
Naxi themselves don’t have a written history, so this complicated matters as Mao searched for 
substantiation. Even though the entire story behind the suite could not be corroborated with 
historical documents, his research yielded some interesting results. 
Mao referenced a Chinese poem whose title translated into English would be rendered 
“People Live in Judian” from the book titled The Transcribed Poems of Mr. Yi Xiao. Yi Xiao 
lived from 1827 to 1887, and his poems were published in 1914. This particular poem related 
that during Mu's prime, the Yongning Yi (no relation to the modern day Yi nationalities) attacked 
the Naxi. Mu and his soldiers ambushed them at Beisha, and all of those who rose up against him 
were killed. The Naxi wrote songs for condolence and called the suite Beisha Xili. This poem 
furthermore discusses the influence of the Mongolians on the Naxi culture, stating that even 
though the Mongolians had left the central plain of Lijiang, certain customs had continued 
though several dynasties had passed. Along the riverfront he could still hear the mournful tunes 
of the Mongolians’ Linbie Qu, or “parting songs,” which would be synonymous with Baisha 
Xiyue (Mao 1964, 13-4). 
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Mao referenced another historical text written c. AD 1550 by Li Yulou, a folk artist. Li 
recorded that according to legend the Mongolian prince, Kublai Khan, came to Lijiang about 300 
years earlier and developed that city with the help of the Naxi headman, Mu. Lijiang had a water 
shortage problem so Kublai Khan dredged the Yanggu River and built the San Si Kan (canal). He 
also instituted gold and silver works. When Kublai Khan left, the people played flutes by the 
river to bid him farewell. According to Li they called this music Baisha Xiyue. 
Considerable uncertainty exists concerning the historical facts that surround the story told 
in the Baisha Xiyue suite; yet, as Yi Xiao wrote in his poem, the mournful songs of Baisha Xiyue 
were still being played along the riverfront during his lifetime. When this author was studying 
dizi with Wang Chaoxin, focusing on the songs of the Baisha Xiyue suite, Wang suggested 
practicing the music of Baisha Xiyue along the river early in the morning. When he has 
opportunity, this is Wang’s routine. He also mentioned that in his town of Shuhe musicians who 
play Baisha Xiyue and other forms of Naxi ancient music used to do this frequently, but in recent 
years, he sees it less and less (Wang 2011).
The Instruments 
Since all of the pieces in the Baisha Xiyue suite use a limited set of musical instruments, a 
discussion of the qualities and characteristics of each of these instruments becomes very 
important. This discussion will be restricted to the instruments that the author has observed in 
performances. These instruments are bi'liq (known in Chinese as dizi), bulbuq (known in Chinese 
as shuanghuangguan or luguan), shuqggvddvq, pipa, saixuaiq (known in Chinese as sanxian), 
huqin, erhu, jinghu, and zheng. 
Some discrepancies have cropped up between what the author observed, and what was 
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reported by Mao and subsequently quoted by Reese (Mao 1964, 21, 38-52; Rees 2000, 67-8). An 
additional instrument was observed by Mao in 1962, which was not observed by the author: the 
shudi, which is a vertical flute (Mao, 1964, 30) known by the Naxi as zeeq bi'liq (Pinson 2012). 
Further information about this instrument is referenced within the framework of the section 
related to the bi'liq or dizi. An additional instrument, the saixuaiq, or sanxian as it is known in 
Chinese, is curiously absent from Mao’s instrumentation but was observed in all of the Baisha 
Xiyue performances witnessed by the author.
Each of the instruments is discussed in ways that will be of interest to musicians and 
scholars. What characteristics do these instruments have, especially in comparison to ones from 
the West? What materials are used to make them? How are they specifically used in Baisha 
Xiyue? What is their musical range? The pitch range is made in reference to the western piano 
tuned to A-440. The lowest three notes of the piano, A, Bb, and B, are considered A0, Bb0, and 
B0. Starting from the lowest C the notes in each octave are correlated with the appropriate piano 
octave.
Instrument Classification
The descriptions of these instruments also include two different classification systems. 
The first one is the Chinese-based eight traditional instrument taxonomy called Bayin, and the 
second is the Western system developed by Eric von Hornbostel and Curt Sachs.
Musical instrument classification systems must be taken into account when discussing 
instruments because they are conceived in the context of their culture. Although the author has 
not ruled out the possibility that the Naxi have their own unique way of regarding music and the 
arts—and therefore their musical instruments—he has not yet found evidence of an independent 
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instrument classification system. On the contrary, his impression is that they have, at least to 
some extent, taken on the Chinese classification system called Bayin. This assimilation is not 
unexpected since the Naxi have had significant contact with many peoples around them, 
including the Mongolians during the Yuan Dynasty (Guo 2007, 170) and the east coast Han 
Chinese who influenced the Naxi Dongjing music (Rees 2000, 76).
Bayin musical instrument classification has been referenced as early as the time of 
Emperor Shun, who reigned in China from 2233 to 2188 BC (Kartomi 2000, 37). The 
overarching cultural view of environmental control led to its conception. It was part of a 
philosophy that saw music, dance, and musical instruments as tools for controlling the forces of 
nature. By playing instruments made out of certain materials and by using particular songs and 
dances, cosmic disharmony could be corrected. The eight instrumental construction materials 
used in the Bayin classification scheme were metal, stone, silk, bamboo, gourd, clay, leather, and 
wood (Kartomi 2000, 38-9). 
Although Baisha Xiyue suite was composed by the Naxi to commemorate a historical 
event and not with controlling the environment in mind, a type of control was still being 
exercised. For example, one of the songs in the suite called Kail Co (“Bow Dance”) was written 
to usher the spirits of those who had died back to their “home country.” In this way the 
instruments, music, and dances were conceived of as wielding power to control the spiritual 
realm and benefit both the deceased spirits and those who remained behind.
Although the Bayin classification system does not have the influence it once had because 
of the impact of globalization and other factors, the Chinese still refer to this system, especially 
when discussing traditional music (Witzleben 1987, 241). It therefore provides a culturally 
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appropriate framework for classifying the instruments used in Baisha Xiyue, especially in light of 
the fact that the majority of these instruments are commonly played in both Baisha Xiyue and 
traditional Chinese music.
The western musical instrument classification system utilized here was written and 
developed by E.M. von Hornbostel and Curt Sachs, and is based on a system first devised by 
Victor-Charles Mahillon for the instrument museum of the Brussels Conservatory in 1880. 
Hornbostel and Sachs studied and used important elements introduced by Mahillon to devise a 
system that is now employed worldwide in order to have accurate terms and reduce confusion 
when discussing specific musical instruments (Wachsmann, Grove Music Online). Mahillon’s 
system has some similarities to a Hindu classification system included in the treatise Nāṭyaśāstra, 
written in Sanskrit over a period of some eight centuries from the second century BC to the sixth 
century AD. In the twenty-eighth chapter, the writers classify musical instruments hierarchically 
from general to specific. The authors conceived of the different taxonomical levels as parts of the 
body. The second of Mahillon’s levels is called a “branch” just as the second level of the Hindu 
system is called “limb” (Kartomi 1990, 58, 163).
Hornbostel and Sachs furthermore, added a numerical system similar to the Dewey 
Decimal System used in libraries to further refine Mahillon’s classification (Kartomi 1990, 168). 
Wachsmann explains how the system includes four major classifications of instruments with sub-
categories under each. Those main classifications are aerophone, chordophone, idiophone, and 
membranophone (Wachsmann, Grove Music Online). Aerophones are instruments that are blown 
into, while chordophones are stringed instruments. Idiophones are instruments where the body is 
somehow struck; membranophones can also be struck but they have some sort of membrane such 
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as animal skin, that plays a key role in sound production. Questions on exactly which taxonomy 
number the instruments of Baisha Xiyue should fit in lie outside the domain of this paper. Only 
the major instrument classification names of Hornbostel and Sachs will be used, as well as some 
of the sub-categories.
Bi'liq, known in Chinese as dizi
The Naxi name for flute is bi'liq and is synonymous with the Chinese bamboo flute called 
the dizi (Thomas Pinson 2012). The bi’liq or dizi is the most commonly used instrument in the 
Naxi Ancient Music ensembles. It is one of the most important instruments in the Baisha Xiyue 
suite in that it 
is featured as 
a solo 
instrument in 
three of the 
pieces of the 
suite: “Dduq,” 
“Mee Mil 
Ngvq,” and 
“Ddol Co.” 
The 
dizi was 
introduced to 
China from 
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2. He Yunhua playing the dizi in Shuhe.
central Asia in the early Han Dynasties (206 BC to 220 AD) (Thrasher 2000, 40; Guo 2007, 
44-63). The Naxi are a very practical people and tend to use items easily available from the 
cultures around them that they can adapt for their own use. The dizi is one particular example of 
this. 
The modern dizi comes in multiple sizes; the author has seen at least seven different ones. 
In earlier days, flute makers produced only a couple of sizes and the musicians needed to tune 
the notes while playing by rolling the mouth hole in or out, depending on which key was being 
used (Tsai 2003, 13-4). That technique is no longer necessary as flute makers now produce a 
variety of sizes. The Naxi utilize only two sizes: the Eb and the F. The Eb version is employed 
for Naxi Dongjing music, while the F is used in Baisha Xiyue. 
The dizi is made from bamboo and therefore fits in the “bamboo” classification of the 
Chinese Bayin classification. In the Western system it would be classified as an edge-blown 
aerophone. It is typically bound with colored stripes of thread every inch or two. These stripes 
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3. Dizi Fingering Chart
are not only decorative but also structural. The author made some flutes out of bamboo without 
the thread binding and found that when the weather became dry the bamboo normally split along 
the grain, rendering the flute useless. Chinese dizi makers long ago realized this and made the 
thread bindings part of the characteristic decorations on the instrument. A clear finish is placed 
over the binding, which in turn locks the binding in place. Finally, caps made of bone (or plastic, 
on cheaper versions) are glued in place at either end, also to keep the bamboo from splitting (Tsai 
2003, 13-4).
The dizi in illustration 2 pictured on page 28, is being played by He Yunhua at one of the 
tourist concerts performed every afternoon by the Shuhe Ancient Music Ensemble in the public 
park by the river in the Shuhe Naxi village. Another depiction of dizi can be found on illustration 
7, page 33, where two versions of the Eb dizi most commonly used in Naxi Dongjing Music are 
found side by side. 
On the flute, illustration 4 on page 30, a hole can be seen halfway between the mouth 
hole and the first finger hole at a distance far too great for the finger span. This hole is covered 
by a very thin membrane taken from the inside of the bamboo plant and is glued in place using a 
water-soluble glue such as garlic or ginger juice. As a temporary solution for lack of any glue, 
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4. F-dizi, played in Baisha Xiyue
saliva could also be used but in a very short time, the dimo will come off. Wang uses a resin 
taken from one of the local trees, similar to violin rosin in 
appearance, to glue on the membrane. The resin serves as an 
excellent glue over a long period of time when it is moistened and 
spread over the gluing surface. This membrane, called dimo in 
Chinese, could be compared to the one used in a kazoo. The kazoo 
features a membrane that vibrates in reaction to singing adding a 
buzz-tone to the voice. In the dizi this membrane serves a similar 
function, adding the characteristic dizi tone quality. However, 
historically the dizi did not have the dimo or a membrane hole 
(dikong) until the twelfth century. This feature was first mentioned 
in a scholarly work written by Chen Yang in AD 1104 called 
Yueshu, which in English is “Treatise on Music” (Sadie 1980, 69; 
Thrasher 2000, 40-1). The range of the dizi is about two octaves 
unless the dimo is unusually tight, a phenomenon that increases the 
range upward while also affecting the buzz-tone. 
 Because the Naxi have no standard transverse position for 
the dizi, the author witnessed it being played horizontally to the 
right as well as the left. The author, due to his Western training, 
prefers holding it to the right. Dizi finger position is also different 
from that used by a Western flautist. Since only six holes need to 
be covered and due to the nature of the glissandos common in 
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5. Shudi: originally 
owned by He Maogen
Baisha Xiyue, holding the fingers flat and perpendicular to the dizi length aids in performance 
and is the norm with those playing in the Baisha Xiyue suite. 
When playing the dizi in the Naxi way for other Chinese 
flutists, the author was advised that the hand position was not 
correct, indicating that the hand position is not the same as 
flutists use in other places in China. The range of the dizi is 
evident in the fingering chart, illustration 3 page 29. 
 Mao discusses both a vertical and horizontal flute, 
which are both referred to in Naxi as bi'liq. To distinguish 
them, the vertical one is called lei zeeq bi'liq, or simply zeeq 
bi'liq in Naxi (Thomas Pinson 2012 Interview), and shudi in 
Chinese (Mao 1964, 39). The tone of the zeeq bi’liq resembles 
a soprano recorder. 
 A zeeq bi'liq was played in a video performance of 
Baisha Xiyue (Duan 2000, VCD), but the author never 
observed the zeeq bi'liq being played in live performance. In 
fact, he never saw any workable models of the zeeq bi'liq. 
When the author studied with Wang, a Naxi musician who 
specializes in his people’s ancient music, he had a zeeq bi'liq 
but it had gone into disrepair. Wang is pictured in Rees's book 
playing this flute for a festival in 1992 and can be seen in 
illustration 8 on page 34 (Rees 2000, 61). 
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6. Naxi Shudi: One finished 
and the other in process.
He Juyi and He Liyi, who are probably the most 
knowledgeable experts on Baisha Xiyue, think that the zeeq bi'liq is 
rarer now than in the past. In an interview with them, they showed 
the author a zeeq bi'liq that now is cracked and rendered useless. In 
addition, their father, He Maogen, had started to make a zeeq bi'liq 
but never fully finished it. That zeeq bi'liq has a beautiful sound, but 
according to these brothers the pitch is still too low for the Naxi 
standard, so they never play it (He Juyi 2012, Interview). These two 
zeeq bi'liq are depicted in illustration 6 on page 32. The darker-
colored specimen with the stripes is the older zeeq bi'liq which is 
unplayable, while the light-colored one is the unfinished model He 
Maogen had started before he passed away. The bi‘liq on page 31, 
illustration 5 is the same dark one only on its own.
None of the three zeeq bi'liq encountered by the author had a 
dikong, the hole which would be covered over with the dimo 
membrane on other types of dizi. Wang reported that zeeq bi'liq do 
not characteristically have a dikong (Wang 2011 Interview). He Juyi 
agreed, saying that he was not aware of zeeq bi'liq with dikong  (He 
Juyi 2012, Interview). However, Rees indicates in her research that 
some zeeq bi'liq did have a dikong, although these were not 
necessarily widespread (Rees 2000, 59). 
The sound of the zeeq bi'liq is quite similar to that of a 
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7. Two Eb Dizis, used 
in Dongjing music.
soprano recorder or a tin whistle. However, in contrast to a recorder, which has its whistle or 
fipple—the location of sound production—on the front of the instrument, the fipple of the zeeq 
bi'liq is located on the back side of the tube. The mouth hole of the zeeq bi'liq is fully round and 
plugged with a carved piece of wood to focus the air against the fipple, just as in the case of the 
recorder. 
The zeeq bi'liq can be formed from either bamboo or wood. Of the three zeeq bi'liq 
encountered by the author, two were bamboo versions that were no longer playable due to cracks 
in the fipple area, and the third was a wood one that wasn’t finished. When asked what kind of 
wood was used, He Juyi said that his father used the wood of the jujube date tree, called zaomu 
in Chinese (He Juyi 2012, Interview). 
Bulbuq
Bulbuq is the Naxi word for one of the two instruments (the other being the 
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8. Wang Chaoxin in 1992, picture taken by Helen Rees
shuqggvddvq) 
that only occur 
among the Naxi 
people; no 
other place in 
China or the 
world has these 
specific 
instruments. 
The bulbuq is a 
small 
instrument 
made of 
bamboo, which 
would place it 
within the 
“bamboo” 
classification of 
the Chinese Bayin system. In the Western system, it would be classified as a double reed 
aerophone. 
Illustration 9 on page 35 shows a musician named He Zhizhi playing a seven-hole bulbuq 
like the one that Mao describes (Mao 1964, 41, 44-5), while illustration 10 on page 36 shows a 
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9. He Zhizhi playing the bulbuq
six-hole version similar to the one the author was given by his teacher, Wang Chaoxin. Rees 
reports that the six-hole bulbuq is more traditional, but another hole was added in recent years to 
extend its range. The 
lowest pitch of the six-
hole version owned by 
the author is a “G3” and 
the range is one octave 
plus one note. The 
seven-hole version 
described by Rees had a 
range of one octave plus 
two notes, with F3 as its 
lowest pitch and 
extending to A4 (Rees 
2000, 69). The bulbuq 
that Mao examined in 
1962 had a range from 
C4 to E5, a range that 
would be just above 
middle C on a piano (Mao 1964, 46-7). 
In Chinese, the instrument is called shuanghuang guan or luguan. At this point the author 
knows that the reed is made from a locally grown reed like bamboo but the specific variety has 
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10. Bulbuq, six-hole version held in the hand
yet to be determined. The wall of both the bulbuq and the reed itself is fairly thin and neither the 
reed nor the pipe appear to be thinned down any in its construction making the bamboo much 
thinner than most bamboo species examined. The author saw a kind of reed growing at Erhai 
Lake near Dali but its size was much smaller, closer to what is used in the suona. The size of the 
bulbuq reed is fairly large: about 3.5 centimeters or 1 3/8 inches long, and about 12 millimeters 
or 5/8 of an inch, which would make it a little bit larger than an English horn reed. This would 
lead to the conclusion that this reed belongs to a large instrument, but in fact the bulbuq is quite 
short: slightly less than 16 centimeters, or just over 6 inches, not including the reed. Considering 
the size of the instrument, the sound produced is fairly loud, carrying well when played outdoors. 
No Western reed instrument has a similarly buzzy, reedy sound.
In order to produce a good tone and play it in tune, the musician’s lips must contact the 
reed in a similar way as with the Western oboe, with the lips cushioning the reed to control the 
pitch and tone quality. In contrast to the Western oboe, however, the lips contact the upper part of 
the reed of the bulbuq closer to the binding, where the reed enters the instrument. This 
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11. Fingering Chart for Author's Six-hole Bulbuq
embouchure would be closer to the bassoon embouchure than the oboe.
Through playing the bulbuq given to him, the author has come to the opinion that the 
natural scale of the instrument does not match the scale of Baisha Xiyue, which is a modified 
pentatonic mode that also uses many of the notes of the Western diatonic scale. (See the section 
entitled Analysis, page 87, for more detailed information about the scale used in Baisha Xiyue.) 
One of the questions that arises is whether this is typical of the bulbuq used in Baisha Xiyue, or if 
these characteristics are peculiar to this particular instrument. However, the author is limited 
because of his access to the instrument; he has only one example to analyze. In his analysis he 
has discovered the following characteristics. 
This bulbuq is a 6-hole version which follows the pentatonic scale according to the 
fingering chart in illustration 11 on page 37. In order to follow a Western diatonic scale, as Mao 
did in presenting his fingering chart above, the following information is presented from a 
player’s viewpoint. When all the holes are covered, the resulting note is a G3. The following two 
notes, produced by lifting one finger on the right hand at a time, both rise a whole step to A3 and 
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12. Bulbuq Fingering Chart (Mao 1964, 46)
B3 respectively. Then a “node” becomes apparent starting on the fourth note of the scale. The 
author is using the word “node” here in a particular way, attempting to express the phenomenon 
encountered where the pitch is inclined to rise to a C#4 rather than C4, which would be the next 
note in the scale. Then on the fifth note this phenomenon becomes even more noticeable, where 
the pitch tends to rise significantly higher: to an E4 instead of a D4. To modify the pitch to 
follow the scale, the musician needs to use his mouth to regulate the reed and control the rise. 
The mouth can bring the pitch down quite easily to the D4. The sixth note rises to a G4 instead 
of E4, but the musician can easily manipulate the reed to bring the pitch down to E4, which 
causes an effect almost like yodeling with the voice. However the result is that the player has less 
control of tone and pitch. The final note in a Western diatonic scale would be F#4, but the natural 
pitch level is B4. The musician uses the B4 fingering and a reed-playing technique similar to the 
other notes of the scale in order to obtain the lower F#4 tone. 
By comparison, the fingerings listed in Mao’s fingering chart in illustration 12 on page 38 
appear to have very little similarity to those of the specific bulbuq owned by the author, 
especially in the upper register. Using the fingering chart that Mao presents as a guide for lifting 
one finger at a time, a Western diatonic scale is sounded. In contrast, the bulbuq owned by the 
author easily plays a pentatonic scale by lifting one finger at a time: G3-A3-B3-D4-E-4-G4. 
In Baisha Xiyue the bulbuq can appear in all of the pieces where the full orchestra plays, 
namely Yi Feng Shu, A Li Li Ji Perq, and Sail See Jjiq. However, the bulbuq is not necessarily 
required and its inclusion is determined by whether or not someone is available to play it. In 
addition to the three full-orchestra pieces, one song called Kail Co calls for solo bulbuq and 
voice. The transcription is on page 150. The piece starts with the bulbuq, followed by the voice 
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singing the same melody with the first 
verse. The bulbuq then plays the same 
melody as an interlude between each of 
the multiple verses. The effect is 
antiphonal in that the melody is played 
back and forth between the instrument 
and voice.
Shuqggvddvq 
The shuqggvddvq, literally 
translated from Naxi as “iron walnut,” 
possibly gained this name because the 
main material used to construct it is the 
wood of the walnut tree. Western 
classification places the shuqggvddvq in 
the necked-bowl lute category. The 
body of the instrument resembles a 
round-backed mandolin, but its neck is 
significantly longer and has no frets. In 
the Chinese system the shuqggvddvq is 
classified among the silk instruments 
because it originally had silk strings. This instrument has four strings, which according to Mao 
are tuned to C#3, F#3, B3 and E4 and has a range from C#3 to F#5 (Mao 1964, 47). Rees lists a 
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13. Shuqggvddvq
different 
tuning by 
fourths: 
E#3, A#3, 
D#4, and 
G#4 (Rees 
2000, 71).
This 
exact 
instrument 
is not 
known 
anywhere else in the world except among the Naxi. However, Zhao Kuanren compares this 
instrument with a similar lute found among the Mongols called the huobusi. This links Naxi 
Ancient Music—and specifically Baisha Xiyue—to the world of the Mongols. Among the 
Chinese the shuqgvddvq has been given several names including hubo (Zhao 1989, 127-8). The 
shuqggvddvq is pictured in illustrations 13 and 
14 on pages 40 and 41.
 The shuqggvddvq has six main parts; 
the tuning pegs on the head, the neck with no 
frets, the body formed in a half-pear shape on 
the sides and back, the soundboard made from 
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Example 1. Measure 15, Sail See Jjiq
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14. Wang Chaoxin playing shuqggvddvq
snake skin, and the nylon strings whose sounds are transmitted to the soundboard by a bridge. 
According to Rees and Wang the instrument is locally made by the Naxi, primarily of walnut 
(Rees 2000, 71; Wang 2011 Interview). 
Similar to the bulbuq, the shuqggvddvq appears in all of the Baisha Xiyue pieces where 
the full orchestra plays, namely Yi Feng Shu, A Li Li Ji Perq, and Sail See Jjiq. In performance 
the shuqggvddvq often employs a melodic pattern derived from a bird call, that is seen by the 
Naxi as a characteristic of this instrument. Wang mentioned a particular type of bird called 
daoyang, which annually passes through Lijiang in late September and whose call is imitated by 
the shuqggvddvq (Wang 2011 Interview). Example 1 on page 41 has this melodic pattern written 
out in Western music notation. In the performances observed by the author, the characteristic 
melodic pattern of this birdcall is obvious in Sail See Jjiq and A Li Li Ji Perq. However, in the 
analysis of performances of Yi Feng Shu, the author noted that this pattern was not there because 
the shuqggvddvq was totally absent in these performances. 
The melodic pattern needs more description. In Example 2 listed above, Rees shows the 
pattern transcribed in the Dongjing song “Shanpo Yang.” She describes it as a dotted 32nd note 
followed by a 64th note and then a 32nd note which is first obtained by plucking inwardly with 
the index finger and outwardly with the thumb (Rees 2000, 71-2). The author was looking for 
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Example 2 Shuqggvddvq figure, Rees 2000, pg. 72, her transcription
this rhythmic pattern in the Baisha Xiyue selections but the examples heard were more simplified 
versions. Compare examples 1 and 2 shown on page 41 and 42.
Pipa 
The pipa is a 
plucked lute 
in the Sachs 
and 
Hornbostel 
instrument 
classification 
system and is 
considered a 
silk 
instrument in 
the Chinese 
Bayin system 
because its 
strings were 
originally 
made of silk. 
Beginning in the Qin Dynasty (221 -206 BC) all plucked instruments were given the name pipa. 
The construction and performance of these various plucked instruments changed so much over 
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15. Pipa, played in Baisha Village
time that by the Tang Dynasty (AD 618-907), each instrument had gained its own separate name 
(Sadie 1980, 270-1; Thrasher 2000, 39). 
The group of instruments called pipa acquired their name because of the original playing 
technique. The 
left hand held 
the instrument's 
neck and the 
fingers pushed 
down a string 
between the 
frets to get the 
desired pitch, as 
with the 
modern guitar 
or mandolin. At 
the same time a 
hand-held 
plectrum was 
employed to 
play the string 
in an outward motion, which in the ancient Chinese language was called pi, and then with an 
inward motion, which was called pa. For the playing position of the time, the neck of the 
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16. Pipa Player in the Shuhe Ancient Music Ensemble
instrument was held horizontal to the ground in a manner similar to the modern guitar (Sadie 
1980, 270-2; Thrasher 2000, 39, 49). 
The archetype of the instrument, which since the Tang Dynasty has been called pipa, 
probably originated in central Asia and arrived in China during or before the Northern Wei 
Dynasty (AD 386 – 534). Most likely it came by way of the Silk Road, along with the dizi. This 
pipa had a pear shaped body; a short, bent neck; and four strings (Sadie 1980, 271, Thrasher 
2000, 39). 
The pipa has a back shell made of teak wood, while the soundboard is made of the wood 
of the wuteng or wutong (Unknown Author, ABC Dictionary 2003): Chinese parasol tree or 
firmiana platanafolia. Traditionally, the strings were made of silk but now they are often made of 
nylon. The frets on the upper part of the neck are made of ivory, buffalo horn or wood. The frets 
on the body are made from bamboo. The middle part of the neck is always bent backwards 
toward the player. The head can continue bending in the same direction, or it can reverse its 
direction, curving forward. Sometimes the middle of the head is inlaid with jade for decoration. 
The head usually has some symbol carved into it such as a dragon head, a phoenix tail, or a bat's 
head (Sadie 1980, 271). The various pipa observed by the author did not have clear designs that 
could be defined as one of these animals; they seemed to resemble flowers or clouds instead.
According to Wang (2011 Interview) the Naxi routinely use an older version of pipa 
previously common elsewhere in China. The number of frets is significantly fewer. Compare the 
instruments in illustrations 15 and 16 on pages 43 and 44 to see two pipa styles. Since Naxi 
music doesn't routinely need all of the notes of the chromatic scale, the older style of instrument 
works well. More frets have been added to the modern pipa to accommodate music from around 
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the world. With the increase in the number of frets, the range and technical possibilities of the 
instrument have also increased. The range of the pipa was originally three octaves, although the 
modern pipa can now reach a fourth (Sadie 1980, 272).
Rees reported that the pipa used by the Naxi as a rule were made locally (Rees 2000, 71). 
In the performances that used pipa which the author observed, some of the instruments were 
produced locally and some were made by the Han Chinese. The differences in these instruments 
reflected Wang’s observations about the use of an older style of pipa by the Naxi.
Since the time of the Tang Dynasty (AD 618-907) the plucking technique utilized with 
the pipa has been modified so that fingernails can be used in place of plectra, and therefore the 
characteristic pi-pa motion is not necessarily observable. It can more easily be seen in the 
performance of the sanxian. The horizontal playing position was maintained well past the Tang 
Dynasty, but over time it’s position has changed, so that in recent years the neck is vertical to the 
ground rather than horizontal (Xi 2011, 32). However, when some types of traditional music are 
played, the horizontal position can still be observed (Sadie 1980, 271, Xi 2011). In presentations 
of Baisha Xiyue and Dongjing music, the author observed that the vertical performance 
technique was employed, even though this music is from a much earlier time period.
Similar to shuqggvddvq, when the pipa is used for Baisha Xiyue, it is during the pieces 
that are played by the full orchestra: Yi Feng Shu, A Li Li Ji Perq, and Sail See Jjiq. However, in 
this study, many of the performances of Baisha Xiyue observed by the author did not include a 
pipa. One exception to this was during the “Naxi Impression” show when Baisha Xiyue was 
being performed together with Naxi folk music. A second occurrence was when Dongjing music, 
the other genre of Naxi ancient music, was being performed along the river in Shuhe and a 
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couple of Baisha Xiyue pieces were included. The third occurrence observed by the author was 
during the afternoon of Baisha Xiyue arranged by the author’s teacher, Wang Chaoxin. In this 
case, dizi player Cao Guijie switched to pipa on just one of the five performances of Yi Feng Shu 
recorded by the author. The nature of the instances in which pipa was included raise questions 
about whether this instrument is considered an essential part of Baisha Xiyue; its use seems to be 
partly determined by whether or not a pipa or a pipa player happens to be present.
In the Baisha Xiyue performances that Mao viewed, pipa was not observed being played. 
Mao listed all the performers’ names and the instruments that they played. In that context, two of 
the performers volunteered that they also played pipa (Mao 1964, 21-2). In other words, because 
the pipa is included in the Naxi Ancient Music ensembles, Mao still mentioned it, but it was 
strikingly absent in his transcriptions and in all of his accounts of Baisha Xiyue where 
instruments were mentioned. The performance that Benham observed included the pipa (Benham 
2005).
Zheng 
The zheng is a plucked zither-type chordophone instrument grouped in the Chinese Bayin 
classification as a “silk” instrument. The zheng was first seen in the Zhou dynasty during the 
Spring and Autumn Period as well as during the Warring States period (770-221 BC). Its 
popularity increased with the unification of China under the first emperor of the Qin Dynasty 
(221-206 BC) by Qin Shihuang (259-210 BC) (Xi 2011, 41; Guo 2007, 37; ABC Chinese 
English Comprehensive Dictionary). The appearance of the zheng is like an oblong wooden box 
whose soundboard is round in the form of an arc of almost 180 degrees. In the Qin Dynasty the 
zheng was reported to have twelve red silk strings with narrow spaces between them and high 
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jade 
bridges. In 
the Tang 
Dynasty 
(AD 
618-907) 
the zheng 
had thirteen 
strings and 
in 
subsequent 
eras, a 
fourteenth 
and then a fifteenth string was added (Sadie 1980, 263). 
The early zheng existed in two types, one with twelve silk strings and the other with 
thirteen. They were not associated either with the Confucian scholars who played the qin nor the 
ritual music which had a zither with 25 strings and bridges called the se (Thrasher 2000, 18-9; 
Asza.com 2002).
The zheng's parts consist of the body, made from hardwoods such as red sandalwood, 
rosewood, or boxwood, the tuning pins, the strings now usually of steel, the bridges now usually 
of hardwood, and the soundboard made from a softer wood such as wutong known as the 
Chinese Parasol tree, firmiana platanifolia (Sadie 1980, 263).
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17. Zheng being played in Shigu
The hitch pins for the strings from the player's viewpoint is at his/her right hand side. The 
strings cross the length of the instrument over a movable bridge to adjust for tuning and end at 
the player's left where they are wound around tuning pins. Hence the player has two options for 
tuning. The bridges divide the string length into two parts. The right length is used for plucking 
and is the length that must be tuned. The left length is where the player ornaments a note by 
pushing on the string thus altering the pitch (Sadie 1980, 263).
The player traditionally uses long finger-nails to pluck the string with the right hand and 
creates different ornaments with the left hand such as vibrato, accidentals, and other 
embellishments demanded by the music. Subtle nuances in tone variation can be created with the 
right hand by changing how much of the finger-nail is used to pluck the string, by using the 
fleshy part of the finger or by changing the location of the plucking hand over the strings. The 
left hand technique is limited to pitch variations by pressing the strings in different degrees as 
well as releasing the string pressure (Sadie 1980, 263).
Over the centuries, the instrument has evolved and developed. Today, the zheng has 
changed in size and power in order to balance other instruments in larger concert venues. The 
number of strings have increased to eighteen or even twenty-one (Thrasher 2000, 89).
The zheng that the author witnessed in the performance of Baisha Xiyue at Shigu was a 
modern type consisting of twenty-one strings. Mao lists the zheng as one of the instruments in 
the orchestra, and it was specifically mentioned in the AD 1743 document about Baisha Xiyue 
(Mao 1964, 10). He also recorded that a twelve string zheng was available in Lijiang at the time 
of his research but no one knew how to play it (Mao 1964, 47). A zheng in Shigu can be seen in 
illustration 17 page 48.
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Saixuaiq
In all the Baisha Xiyue performances that the author witnessed, the saixuaiq, or sanxian 
as it is known in Chinese, along with the dizi and various types of huqin was among the most 
commonly played of all the instruments. It was used in all of the full-orchestra pieces: Yi Feng 
Shu, A Li Li Ji Perq, and Sail See Jjiq. The sanxian was also included in the Naxi ancient music 
performances that Benham and Rees observed (Benham 2005; Rees 2000, 69-71), which were 
primarily Dongjing music, with some Baisha Xiyue pieces included. Curiously, Mao does not 
even list the sanxian in any part of the instrumentation of Baisha Xiyue. 
The sanxian is a plucked chordophone, according to the Hornbostel and Sachs 
classification, and is a silk instrument according to the Bayin system because the strings 
originally were made from silk. The modern sanxian's strings are made from nylon wrapped wire 
(Xi 2011, 44). Similar to the Western guitar, it has been historically used as an accompaniment 
instrument. In performance the sanxian somewhat resembles the guitar in that it is a stringed 
instrument with a soundbox, strings, and a neck, which is held parallel to the ground. The 
sanxian comes in two different sizes: the larger one is about 120 centimeters long and the smaller 
one is about 95 centimeters long (Sadie 1980, 274). Rees only reported the small size of sanxian 
being used in Naxi ancient music performances, with the exception of one instance where she 
saw the large one being played (2000, 70, 228). Similarly, the author only saw the smaller size of 
sanxian being used.
 According to Xi and Sadie, the sanxian has five main parts. 
• The body made out of rosewood or redwood
• The shaft or fingerboard also made from rosewood with no frets
• The soundboard made from snakeskin, which vibrates with the sound of the 
strings
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• The bridge, which transmits the vibration from the strings to the soundboard
• Three strings, which are held up by the nut at the tuning peg end so that they 
might vibrate freely (Xi 2011,44; Sadie 1980, 274)
According to Sadie, the three strings of the sanxian are tuned with a perfect fifth between 
the low and the 
middle strings 
and a perfect 
fourth between 
the middle and 
the high string 
(Sadie 1980, 
274). Rees, 
however, 
reported (2000, 
70) that both of 
the intervals 
are tuned in 
fourths. The author observed intervals being tuned in fourths in his experience with Baisha 
Xiyue. In addition, Sadie wrote that the pitch of the strings is not standardized and changes to suit 
the voices it is accompanying, although the smaller version is often tuned to D4, A4, and D5. 
Rees observed the smaller sanxian being tuned to D#4, G#4, and C#5. Since the dizi used for 
Dongjing music is tuned to Eb4—the same pitch as D#4—one could guess that the sanxian was 
tuned this way to suit the “voice” of the dizi it was accompanying.
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18. Gao Jianhua Playing Sanxian
There is a divergence that can be observed here between what Sadie reports about how 
the sanxian is played and what Rees and the author witnessed in performances among the Naxi. 
The difference can be explained by the adaption of the sanxian to specific and unique local usage 
in Naxi ancient music. 
Even though the range of the sanxian is three octaves, most commonly it is played in the 
lower two octaves. A pick or plectrum is used to play this instrument (Sadie 1980, 274). See 
illustration 18 on page 51 for a view of the sanxian in performance.
Because it was used more by the common people and less in the courts of ancient China, 
the history of the sanxian isn't documented as clearly as some of the other Baisha Xiyue 
instruments like the zheng, dizi, or huqin. It was mentioned during the Yuan Dynasty (AD 
1280-1368)—the Mongol era—as a main accompanying instrument for drama (Sadie 1980, 274). 
If the Baisha Xiyue music style was truly brought by the Mongols, then most likely the sanxian 
would have been one of the common instruments played by the Mongols and introduced to the 
Naxi.
Huqin
The huqin is a bowed chordophone in the Hornbostel and Sachs classification of 
instruments and belongs to the Bayin traditional Chinese classification system as a silk 
instrument. Originally, during the Yuan Dynasty (AD 1280-1368) the name huqin included both 
bowed and plucked chordophones that were introduced to China during the Mongol rule. After 
the Yuan Dynasty, huqin became a generic term for just bowed chordophones; plucked 
instruments were not included. The first use of the term huqin is found in a book written in AD 
1370 entitled Yuan Shi or Annals of the Yuan Dynasty, in which the huqin was defined as a 
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bowed lute. It described the huqin as an instrument with a curved neck and two strings, bowed 
with horse hair, and having a dragon head above the tuning pegs (Sadie 1980, 269). An 
instrument that resembles the huqin still exists today in Mongolia although the playing 
technique, bowing style and song style is very different than what exists in China and 
specifically in Lijiang. This instrument is called the matou qin or the horse-head fiddle and is 
called the morin khuur in Mongolian due to the carving on the tuning box in the shape of a horse. 
Four obvious characteristics are different from the huqin. First, the hair is not threaded between 
the strings. Second, the sound-box is rectangular instead of round. Third, the soundboard is 
constructed out of wood instead of snake skin (Bukhu). And fourth, both strings are often played 
simultaneously in the example heard on line (Zhong Yang Dianshi Tai 2013). 
Today huqin is also still used as a generic name to classify five categories of bowed lutes 
among the Chinese. These five categories are included here because instruments from two of the 
five categories are used in Baisha Xiyue. The first category has resonators and necks constructed 
from bamboo with snake skin covering the soundboard portion of the resonator. The jinghu, 
which is used in Baisha Xiyue and will be covered in another section, falls in this class. The 
second type is constructed using wood instead of bamboo and is slightly larger than instruments 
in the first category. Baisha Xiyue uses two instruments from this class: the erhu and the huqin. 
In contrast to the previously mentioned generic usage, among the Naxi “huqin” refers only to a 
specific type of two-stringed, bowed chordophone made from wood with a carved dragon by the 
peg box and snake skin on the soundboard (Wang 2011, Interviews). The third type includes 
instruments such as the zhuiqin that have a fingerboard. The fourth category of huqin includes 
instruments whose soundboards are made from wood instead of being covered with skin. The 
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fifth type of huqin includes 
instruments which have four 
strings instead of two, with 
the strings tuned in pairs, a 
fifth apart from each other 
(Sadie 1980, 269). For the 
purpose of this discussion, 
the last three categories 
have been overlooked since 
no instruments from those 
classes are used among the 
Naxi for Baisha Xiyue. 
Although huqin has been 
discussed here so far as a 
broad category, the specific instrument which the Naxi refer to as huqin will now be considered. 
In the Naxi area of Yunnan province, the name huqin has been narrowed to only mean the two-
stringed, bowed instrument that has a dragon head above the tuning pegs. Since it is used in the 
treble part of the Baisha Xiyue orchestra, it would be comparable to the part the violin plays in a 
Western orchestra. Because it is a bowed string instrument, many people think of the violin when 
they hear and see the huqin played. Yet significant differences in both tone and performance 
techniques exist. Most notably the huqin is traditionally played resting on the left leg, with the 
neck held vertical to the ground, and the hair of the bow is permanently mounted between the 
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19. Huqin in Performance in Shigu
strings so that the player can lift the bow away from the body to play the outer string or press 
down toward the body to play the inner string (Xi 2011, 61-2). Its size is larger than the jinghu, 
which will be discussed in another section, and it is commonly seen being played in the Naxi 
Ancient Music Ensembles (Mao 1964, 52, Wang 2011, Interviews). See illustration 19 on page 
54 for a photograph of the huqin in performance. 
The two strings of the huqin are tuned to the C#4, just above middle C and to the F#4 
above that (Mao 1964, 50; Wang 2011, Interviews). When compared to the researcher’s F dizi, 
the actual pitch is a sharpened F#4 or a flattened G4, and the same is true for the C#4 string; it is 
a high C#4 or a low D4. The huqin’s function as a part of the Baisha Xiyue orchestra is to 
produce the middle range sounds, whereas the jinghu, which will be covered in more detail in 
another section, is in the high or soprano range.
Rees reports that it is tuned to Bb3 and F4 in Naxi Ancient Music (Rees 2000, 70). This 
variance in tuning reflects one of the differences between Naxi Dongjing music and Baisha 
Xiyue; all the songs of Dongjing music are tuned to match the Eb dizi which is used in that genre, 
as opposed to the F dizi which is used in Baisha Xiyue.
The huqin is used in Baisha Xiyue with the full orchestra on Yi Feng Shu, A Li Li Jiperq, 
as well as Sail See Jjiq. Its pitch level and tuning are the same as the erhu in performance. 
Erhu 
Like the huqin, the erhu is classified as a bowed chordophone in the Hornbostel and 
Sachs system and a silk instrument in the Chinese Bayin system. Its use in the Baisha Xiyue suite 
is also similar to the huqin; it appears when the full orchestra is performing on Yi Feng Shu, A Li 
Li Jiperq, and Sail See Jjiq. 
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The erhu in modern China has developed into multiple sizes of bowed, two-stringed 
instruments (Xi 2011, 59-61); however, only one specific instrument is used by the Naxi and 
called by this name. The two strings of the Classical Chinese erhu are tuned to A3 and D4 (Kong 
2009), but for Baisha Xiyue C#4 and F#4 are used (Wang 2011, Interviews). 
The 
erhu parts 
consist of the 
body made 
from 
rosewood, the 
shaft or 
fingerboard 
also 
constructed 
from 
rosewood, the 
tuning pegs, 
the string 
loop, the 
bridge, the snakeskin soundboard, the bow, and the bow hair. The string loop is the termination 
point of the speaking length of the strings located by the tuning pegs and needs to be made from 
brass or steel wire. The loop is particularly important because minor tuning adjustments can be 
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20. Erhu with bow hair threaded between strings.
made quickly by moving the loop. Similar to the huqin, the hair of the bow is permanently 
mounted between the strings so that the player can lift up on the bow to play the outer string or 
press down to play the inner string (Xi 2011, 61-2). The erhu resembles the huqin in many ways; 
however, the dragon-head ornamentation found at the top of the huqin’s neck is not found on the 
erhu.
The erhu is larger than the jinghu and measures about seventy-five centimeters (about 
thirty inches) 
with a bow of 
similar 
length. The 
resonator is 
also 
proportion-
ately larger 
than the 
jinghu and 
can be either 
round or 
hexagonal in 
shape. The 
front is 
covered with snakeskin while the backside is either covered with a latticework pattern grill 
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21. Wang Chaoxin tuning the erhu
design for decoration or is open and the resonator’s rim is decorated (Sadie 1980, 274). This 
intricate latticework resonator grill pattern is another variation that distinguishes the erhu from 
the huqin.
The playing position of the erhu is similar to the huqin; it is placed on the seated player's 
lap with the shaft held vertically by the left hand. The bow is held in the right hand while the ring 
finger adds tension to the bow hair by moving it away from the bow stick. This tension 
adjustment aids in proper tone production. The fingers push on the strings to change the pitch, 
but in contrast to the Western violin, the erhu has no fingerboard to press against. This gives the 
performer other ways of changing the pitch. By simply pushing the finger against the string with 
varying tensions, the player can change pitch and at the same time add violin type vibrato (Sadie 
1980, 269). See illustration 21 on page 57 for a photograph of the erhu while it is being tuned.
Rees reports that most erhu used in Naxi ancient music are made by the Naxi themselves 
(Rees 200, 70), with only a few being imported from outside of Lijiang. However, with tourism 
in full swing in Lijiang, Naxi musicians are earning more money and can afford to buy more 
expensive instruments made by the Chinese. For example, Wang had a modern Chinese-made 
erhu that he regularly used when the author was working with him in 2011. The erhu featured in 
illustration 20 on page 56 is one the author purchased in Chengdu, Sichuan. When asked where 
to purchase erhu, Wang suggested buying them in large cities where well-made instruments are 
available (Wang 2011, Interviews). 
Jinghu 
Jinghu refers to the bowed instrument with two strings that is not only used in Baisha 
Xiyue, but also in Beijing Opera. In fact, the jinghu acquired its name because of its popularity in 
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Beijing Opera, known in Chinese as jingju. It is categorized as a bowed chordophone in the 
Hornbostel and Sachs classification system and a silk instrument in the Bayin classification 
system. Similar to the huqin and erhu, the jinghu is used in the Baisha Xiyue suite: it appears 
when the full orchestra is performing on Yi Feng Shu, A Li Li Jiperq, and Sail See Jjiq. The 
jinghu is the smallest of the bowed lutes.
In Rees and Mao, the smallest bowed chordophone was popularly referred to as erhuang 
rather than jinghu (Mao 1964, 50, 52; Rees 2000, 70). Apparently in earlier times jinghu may 
have also been more commonly known as erhuang among the Naxi. This alternate name, 
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22. Li Zhouhu, Playing the Jinghu
although derived from the Mandarin Chinese language, is limited to the Naxi people's usage. 
However, in other literature about the two-stringed bowed instruments found throughout China, 
erhuang is only mentioned as a musical style—a kind of opera, not a musical instrument. 
Interestingly, in the author’s conversations with Naxi musicians who play Baisha Xiyue, the term 
erhuang was never mentioned as a musical instrument—only erhu, jinghu and huqin. For 
example, when the author asked Wang about the erhuang, Wang pointed to a particular 
instrument (Wang 2011, Interviews). This would indicate that he was familiar with the term 
erhuang as an instrument, even though this was not the way that he and other musicians in his 
sphere referred to it. 
Mao reports that in Baisha Xiyue the jinghu strings are tuned to C#5 and F#5, in the 
second octave above middle C (Mao 1964, 50), which was confirmed in the author’s experience. 
This is in contrast to the classical Chinese tuning for the jinghu, which would be A4 and D5 
(Kong 2009). This tuning would be one more factor that sets Baisha Xiyue apart from the music 
of the rest of China.
The main distinguishing characteristics of the jinghu include both the size and the 
construction materials. The jinghu is only about 45 centimeters in length—in contrast to the 
erhu, which is about 75 centimeters—and the resonator is approximately 8 centimeters in 
diameter. Both the resonator and the shaft are made from bamboo. Rees reports that at the time 
of her research, even the horsehair bow could be made from bamboo (Rees 2000, 70). Like the 
huqin and erhu the front end of the resonator/soundboard is covered with snakeskin; however, 
while the back side of the erhu is enclosed by latticework, the back of the jinghu is left open 
(Sadie 1980, 269). See illustration 22 on page 59 for a photo of the jinghu being played by Li 
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Zhouhu.
Similar to all the other Chinese bowed chordophones, in performance the jinghu is held 
on the seated player's lap with the shaft positioned vertically by the left hand. Its performance 
practice is essentially the same as the erhu and huqin, but because of the jinghu’s smaller size, its 
tone is an octave higher than these other two instruments and more nearly resembles the sound of 
a violin in its upper range.
The Performance: An Afternoon of Baisha Xiyue 
On the afternoon of July 20, 2011, the author was privileged to participate in and observe 
one particular set of performances of Baisha Xiyue. Naxi ancient music, including Baisha Xiyue, 
except when it is being performed for tourists, would normally be played in the context of a 
home. So it is entirely appropriate that this event took place in the home of one of the 
participants. Wang Chaoxin, the author’s dizi teacher, had organized this performance. Wang had 
mentioned that he was thinking of providing multiple examples of Baisha Xiyue for the author 
and had talked with some of his friends who knew how to play this genre arranging for this 
afternoon of Baisha Xiyue. 
The day began with Wang and the author meeting for an early morning dizi lesson in 
Wang’s hometown of Shuhe. The location for this lesson was beneath an old Chinese crabapple 
tree in the courtyard of an ancient riverside Daoist temple that had not yet opened for the day. 
After playing together for an hour, we drove to the home in Lijiang City where the event was to 
be held. In Chinese and Naxi culture a gift should accompany a home visit, so we stopped by a 
bakery near the Lijiang Old Town market to buy Western-style jelly rolls—one of Wang’s 
favorites. 
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When we arrived Wang led me into Mr. He’s house, where a few musicians had already 
gathered. This was a typical Naxi house: a courtyard surrounded on three sides with various 
sections of the home and a wall enclosing it on the fourth side. All of the activities took place on 
the porch overlooking the courtyard garden, verdant with flowers, fruit trees, potted plants, and 
vegetables. Some tea, fruit, and seeds of various kinds lay on low tables with chairs arranged 
around them. The enclosed room behind the porch was the family room and was only 
occasionally used by the musicians that afternoon when they wanted to rest between pieces.
The following instruments were present: two bulbuq (known in Chinese as 
shuanghuangguan), two bi'liq (known in Chinese as dizi) not including the one the author 
brought, one pipa, two sanxian, one erhu, two jinghu, two huqin, and one shuqggvddvq. The 
participants included:
 	
 Wang Chaoxin, the author’s dizi teacher. Although Wang’s main instrument is 
dizi, he is a multi-talented musician who is well versed in Baisha Xiyue and can play almost all 
of the instruments. On this particular afternoon, Wang filled in on the erhu, since no one else 
there was playing it. He also sang on the Baisha Xiyue pieces that included vocal parts. 
  Cao Guijie, a young lady who had joined the Dayan Town Ancient Music 
Ensemble and was one of Wang's students. Cao played dizi most of the time but occasionally 
picked up the pipa. She brought her mother, who was studying the pipa but had not yet 
progressed far enough to join in with the group; she sat and listened.
  Wang's relative, He Xuejun, who hosted us and played sanxian. Like a good host, 
he kept the food and drink plentiful. 
 	
 He Zhanhuan, brother of He Xuejun, who played the huqin.
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  Gao Jianhua, who most often played sanxian, but also played jinghu and huqin, in 
addition to joining Wang Chaoxin in singing the text for Kail Co. Wang and Gao spent a long 
time making sure that they sang the words to this song correctly as the meaning of many of the 
words is no longer known. 
  Wang Liwei, who played dizi, shuqggvddvq, and bulbuq and joined once in the 
singing of Kail Co.
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his own and also joined once in the singing in Kail Co. 
By 11am these musicians had all gathered and commenced tuning their instruments. 
Because Naxi ancient music is primarily transmitted orally and because these musicians don’t 
have many opportunities to play the Baisha Xiyue suite, they needed time to become 
reacquainted with the music, look through the pieces, and try to remember the text on the pieces 
that include vocals. After a lunch of typical Naxi fare provided by He Zhanhuan, who owns a 
restaurant that serves Naxi dishes, the musicians began to play through the pieces. 
Most of the songs in the Baisha Xiyue suite were performed at least four times, with the 
following exceptions. Since the author had studied Dduq, a solo piece for dizi, he played it once 
for the other musicians, followed by Wang Liwei a little while later. In addition, Wang Liwei 
played Mee Mil Ngvq only twice. This song is supposed to be another solo piece for dizi, but 
these two performances were not conventional because, instead of allowing the dizi to be 
performed solo, He Zhanhuan joined on the huqin and played a simple version of the melody as 
an accompaniment. 
None of those present knew how to play or sing Mulbul, so that song wasn't played at all 
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that day. Wang Liwei played dizi on Ddol Co, the dance song, while Gao played sanxian and 
Wang Chaoxin and He Zhanhuan played erhu. That piece was only performed twice. 
Unfortunately, no one knew how to perform the dance. 
As this afternoon drew to a close, some of the musicians headed off to perform with the 
Naxi Ancient Music Ensemble directed by Xuan Ke, which does nightly tourist concerts in 
Lijiang Old Town. Everyone who had participated came away with a pleasant sense of 
camaraderie and accomplishment, having had the rare opportunity to play through most of the 
Baisha Xiyue suite.
The Songs
A hundred years ago the quantity of songs included in Baisha Xiyue was much more 
numerous—possibly numbering more than one hundred (Wang 2011, Interviews; Yang 2011, 
Interview). When Rees was documenting Naxi ancient music in the early 1990s, she reported 
that by 1949 the genre of Baisha Xiyue had already started dying out (Rees 2000, 65-6). Mao’s 
trip to Lijiang in 1962 was motivated by the concern that, even at that point in time, Baisha 
Xiyue was endangered and needed to be researched. Mao went to Lijiang assuming that more 
than ten songs were left but actually documented only seven on his first trip (Mao 1964, 1, 
59-93), adding two more when he returned in the mid-1980s (Rees 2000, 67-8). 
Almost thirty years later, as the author was visiting the same area, only eight of these 
songs were identified. In addition, only two musicians were found who knew all eight of these 
songs: the He brothers (He 2012, Interview). A piece Mao called Nan Qu, or “Southern Piece,” 
was completely unknown to the musicians familiar with Naxi ancient music (Rees 2000, 67-8), 
and none of the musicians interviewed by the author, including the most authoritative, could 
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identify it by this title. Rees lists it as a piece for solo dizi, which should have been familiar to 
Wang Chaoxin, whose main instrument is the dizi, and who studied with He Maogen—viewed 
by the Naxi people as the most authoritative Baisha Xiyue expert until he passed away (Wang 
2011, Interviews; He 2012 Interview). The concerns that motivated Mao to try to document Naxi 
Baisha Xiyue in 1962 are all the more valid today.
In this section the remaining eight songs will be described briefly. Transcriptions of all 
eight songs in Western five-line notation can be found at the end of this section. In most cases 
four to five performances were heard and recorded. Where these performances differed greatly 
from one another, a hybrid version was transcribed. When the performances were similar but not 
exactly the same, the performance that seemed most typical was transcribed. Since so little 
written information is available about this genre, the main goal of these transcriptions is to 
present a broad, yet accurate, representation of these recordings.
Two of the pieces for solo dizi, Dduq and Mee Mil Ngvq are programmatic. Dduq, in the 
author’s experience, is the most commonly performed piece of the Baisha Xiyue suite. The 
meaning of the word Dduq is not known anymore, but musicians consider it to be the 
introduction (Wang 2011, Interviews). It expresses the somber, weeping nature of the whole 
suite. The meaning of Mee Mil Ngvq in English is “The Princess Weeps.” It repeats some of the 
thematic material from Dduq and expands on it, telling the story of the Naxi princess weeping 
for the loss of her husband and so many brave Pumi soldiers. Some of this same thematic, 
programmatic material also appears in Ddol Co, the “Barefoot Dance,” which is likewise played 
by solo dizi. 
Similarly, A Li Li Jiperq, “The Beautiful White Clouds,” and Sail See Jjiq “San Si River,” 
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have shared thematic material. In both pieces the entire Baisha Xiyue ensemble plays this 
material. In addition, both songs include vocal parts but with different texts for similar melodies. 
A Li Li Jiperq is a poetic requiem, which uses bird and animal symbolism to tell how the spirits 
of the soldiers that died in this epic battle were returning to their “homeland” in the north. Sail 
See Jjiq is a different kind of memoriam, depicting the survivors of the battle, standing by the 
edge of the river, wondering if what they’re seeing is blood or water.
In 1964, Mao (Mao 1964, 75) transcribed a Baisha Xiyue solo vocal piece he called Gong 
Jian Wu in Chinese, which is translated “Bow and Arrow Dance.” He specified that this piece be 
performed in the middle of Yi Feng Shu. In the author’s experience, this piece, as Mao described 
it, was never performed. Curiously, the name this piece bears would be translated the same as 
Kail Co: “Bow and Arrow Dance.” However, neither the melody nor the text is the same as the 
piece the Naxi of today would identify as Kail Co. When the author presented Mao’s “Bow and 
Arrow Dance” melody to his dizi teacher, Wang said he had never heard it before (Wang 2011, 
Interviews).
In addition, these two pieces have contrasting performance settings. Yi Feng Shu is played 
by the full Baisha Xiyue orchestra but doesn’t include a vocal part. It is one of the rare 
polyphonic pieces in Naxi ancient music. Rather than following the normal pattern of 
heterophony, in which all of the instruments are playing variations on the same melody, the flute 
plays a countermelody to the orchestral music. By contrast, Kail Co has a simple melody line 
which is passed back and forth between vocalists and only one instrument: the bulbuq.
Kail Co bears similarity to Mul Bul, known in English as “Dirge.” Both are vocal pieces, 
with the text of each piece providing an elegy for the deceased soldiers. In addition, the author 
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observed a similar vocal style used with both pieces, employing extensive ornamentation. Five-
syllable phrasing and the utilization of vocables—syllabic sounds with no meaning—can also be 
found in both pieces. However, while the melodic line of Kail Co is passed back and forth 
between the vocal and instrumental parts, Mul Bul is written for solo vocal only (Rees 2000, 68).
Although Mul Bul is one of the pieces listed by both Mao and Rees as part of the Baisha 
Xiyue suite, the author had great difficulty finding any Naxi musicians who were familiar with 
this song. It was not until the final day of field research that the author providentially met the He 
brothers, who knew the piece and were able to sing it for him and provide the text (He 2012, 
Interview). This situation highlights once again the increasing rarity of this musical style and the 
need for efforts to preserve it.
Toward that end, the author’s transcriptions of all the Baisha Xiyue pieces in Western 
notation follow. With the exception of Mul Bul, which was transcribed from a performance by 
He Liyi on May 24, 2012, these transcriptions all came from the afternoon of Baisha Xiyue 
arranged by Wang Chaoxin on July 20, 2011. In the process of transcribing this music, variations 
were noted from one player to another, but as a rule only one performance is transcribed. An 
exception is Yi Feng Shu, in which two performances were combined because one of the 
performances was clearly flawed, so a second was used to compensate for the error.
The Song Texts
Five of the remaining pieces in the Baisha Xiyue suite have text: Sail See Jjiq, A Li Li 
Jiperq, Ddol Co, Kail Co, and Mul Bul. Obtaining the text is challenging because an effort has 
only recently been made to standardize a writing form for the Naxi language. In the past the chief 
means of recording Naxi text is through using Chinese characters to approximate the sound of 
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the Naxi words. Unfortunately, this method is not standardized with each person creating his own 
version as a reminder of the Naxi words (Wang Cipher Notation Collection; Thomas Pinson 
2011, Interviews). This lack of standardization has greatly complicated efforts to obtain accurate 
Naxi words for the songs of Baisha Xiyue. 
Another complication in transcribing the texts of Baisha Xiyue is the evolution of the 
Naxi language over the centuries. Although much of the meaning has been lost, a strong effort 
has been made by Naxi musicians to preserve the sounds of the words. Examples of this 
methodology are provided in the texts of two Baisha Xiyue songs. The specific meaning of the 
text in both Kail Co and Mul Bul is unknown. Although the general meaning of both songs has 
been preserved, they are elegies to honor the dead. The text of other Baisha Xiyue songs 
presented below also reflect this difficulty; question marks or alternate texts have been placed in 
parentheses to indicate the ambiguity of the meaning of the text in these places.
Versions of the text have been gathered from various sources. When Mao Jizeng 
documented Baisha Xiyue in 1964, he wrote the Naxi words using his own adaptation of the 
Chinese pinyin or Romanization (Mao 1964, 71-93; Thomas Pinson February 29, 2012, email 
message to the author). Mao’s text will be utilized in the transcription of the text of A Li Li Jiperq 
and Ddol Co. A second source for song texts is the author’s dizi teacher, Wang Chaoxin, who 
provided text for both A Li Li Jiperq, and Kail Co (Cipher Notation Collection). Keith Pinson, a 
young man who grew up among the Naxi and studied Naxi ancient music, wrote down the text 
for Sail See Jjiq as he remembered it (Keith Pinson March 27, 2012, email message to the 
author). The record jacket from a CD called Naxi Jing Di—“The Pure Land of the Naxi”, in 
English—also gave text for Sail See Jjiq (Xiao 2005). The He brothers provided the text for Mul 
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Bul (He 2012, Interview).
The text for a fifth Baisha Xiyue piece is also included here. This piece, called Me Li Ji 
Perq, was listed by Mao (Mao 1964, 75-81), but the author was unable to find anyone among the 
Naxi musicians currently familiar with Baisha Xiyue who could identify it. In an effort to present 
and preserve what has been discovered about Baisha Xiyue, the text of this song is incorporated 
in this paper, even though no details are known about the song.
Sail See Jjiq: 三思吉 (San Si Ji) – “The San Si River”
For this Baisha Xiyue piece, rather than choosing to transcribe Mao’s text from 1964, a 
more recent source was selected: the liner notes of a modern Naxi Compact Disc (CD) called 
Naxi Jing Di, or “Naxi Pure Land,” on which Sail See Jjiq is performed (Xiao 2005). Part of the 
reason that Xiao’s version was chosen is that Mao’s text (Mao 1964, 91-3), except for the title of 
the song, is entirely different from any of the performances available to the author (Naxi 
Impression Show, directed by He Jiahua, Baisha Village, Yunnan Province, August 30, 2011; 
Duan, 2000 VCD; Baisha Xiyue performance arranged for the author by Wang Chaoxin July 20, 
2011). Xiao Yuguang is the first Naxi artist who sings in the Naxi language to sell 40,000 records 
with “Naxi Pure Land” in 2005 (Baike 2014). The first line of each part of the transcription is the 
Chinese characters that were used on the CD jacket to approximate the Naxi sounds. The actual 
Naxi words were obtained using a pre-publication version of Pinson’s Naxi-Chinese-English 
Dictionary (2012) and in collaboration with Pinson himself (Pinson 2011, Interview). This text is 
written in Naxi pinyin, a standardized alphabet used in writing the Naxi language, on the second 
line. Pinson, who has studied the Naxi language for many years, then helped the author get the 
correct meaning in English, which can be found on the third line. 
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三莫哇 吉莫哇 三莫哇 吉莫哇 吉拉哩耶哦 三莫哇
sai me waq, jjiq me waq, sai me waq, jjiq me waq, jjiq la lee yilweq, sai me waq
It's not blood, it's not water, it's not blood, it's not water, water is coming down, it's 
not blood
三拉哩耶哦 吉刀哇 吉拉哩耶哦三刀哇。。。三刀哇
sai la lee yilweq [yil], jjiq dal waq, jjiq la lee yilweq [yil] sai dal waq...sai dal waq
Blood also is coming down [so] it's only water, Water also is coming down [so] it's 
only blood 
三思吉底伙 吉思三底伙 三思吉底伙（乐器）
sai see jjiq ddeehoq, jjiq see sai ddeehoq, sai see jjiq ddeehoq. 
The blood and the water are one river, The water and the blood are one river, 
The blood and the water are one river. (Instrumental Interlude)
(The first three lines are repeated once again.)
三思吉底伙 吉思三底伙。。。三思（吉）底伙。
Sai see jjiq ddeehoq, jjiq see sai ddeehoq...sai see (jjiq) ddeehoq.
The blood and the water are one river, The water and the blood are one river, 
The blood and the water are one river.
 
Pinson mentioned that his son, Keith, had studied this song with a Naxi teacher when he 
was still living in Lijiang with his family. Keith Pinson’s Naxi text and translation are included 
below as another version of this song (Pinson March 27, 2012, email message to the author). A 
comparison of this text to the previous version from the CD jacket is worthwhile.
Saiq mewaq 
It isn't blood.
Ngiq mewaq 
It isn't water.
Saiq mewaq 
It isn't blood.
Ngiq mewaq 
It isn't water.
Ngiq la lee yi wo 
The water is running down.
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Saiq mewaq 
It isn't blood.
Saiq la lee yi wo 
The blood is running down.
Yi ngiq da waq 
So it's just water.
Ngiq la lee yi wo 
The water is running down.
Saiq da waq 
It is blood.
Saiq da waq 
It is blood.
Saiq see ngiq dee he 
The blood and the water are one river.
Ngiq see saiq dee he 
The water and the blood are one river.
Saiq see ngiq dee he 
The blood and the water are one river.
A Li Li Jiperq: 美丽的白云 (Meili de Bai Yun) – “Beautiful White Clouds”
Although the story portrayed in the songs of the Baisha Xiyue suite is a sad one, and 
although the Naxi people themselves view Baisha Xiyue as a mournful genre (Yang 2011, 
Interview; Wang  2011, Interviews) the song text of A Li Li Jiperq portrays a happy feeling. In 
particular, the repeated phrase, “Li li,” carries the connotation of gladness because now the 
soldiers have gone into the next world and are no longer experiencing the suffering of this world. 
They only need to be ushered to their final resting place in the spiritual world. Therefore, in the 
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context of A Li Li Jiperq, this phrase carries the meaning of beautiful and happy in the more 
eternal sense.
For the text of A Li Li Jiperq, the transcription that Mao used is presented on the first line 
(Mao 1964, 71-2). A modern Naxi pinyin is presented on the second line. This translation was 
generated by the author utilizing Mao’s approximation and meaning with the help of a pre-
publication version of Pinson’s Naxi-Chinese-English Dictionary (Pinson 2012). The author’s 
Naxi pinyin was confirmed and adjusted as necessary by Pinson (2011, Interviews). Mao's literal, 
word-for-word translation into Chinese is presented on the third line. The fourth line is Mao’s 
idiomatic Chinese translation. The English translation done by the author with input from 
Thomas Pinson is on the fifth.
A li li gi ji perq, e li li gi ji perq,
A li li gge jiperq, wu li li gge jinaq(jinal),
多美丽（高兴），的白云，最美丽（高兴），的，白云,
多么美丽的白云，多么美丽的白云，
How beautiful are the white clouds! How beautiful are the black clouds!
Ji perq ji la di, go e gi gi e gi go lai he,
Jiperq jinaq gol, go gguq gel, gel gguq go, lol leiheq,
白云，⼀一朵朵，广泛，白鹤 ，之后，鹰，鹰，之后，白鹤，白鹤，去了，
⼀一朵，⼀一朵的白云。白鹤和鹰在于圣（？）旋转，白鹤飞走了,
A little white cloud, here and there. The white crane and the eagle (vulture?), 
soar in circles and then the white crane flies away.
Chi le lai wu le he, che le lai wu [le] he,
Chee leel leiweq leiheq, Chee leel juq me lieq [leq?], 
它，已经[连］，返回去了，它，已经［连］，返回去了，
它们飞走了，它们飞走了。
They circled and (left) flew away, they flew away.
Lai le ju mo liu, lai le ju mo liu 
Lei lee juq me lieq [leq?], mail leijuq me lieq [leq?] 
已经，返，不去（？），回，已经，返，不去（？），回，
它们不再回来了，它们不再回来了。
They will not come back again, they will not return. 
For another version of this text, the following lyrics are those from a score provided to 
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the author by Wang Chaoxin (Wang 2011, Interviews). Although little variation in the English 
meaning can be seen when it is compared to Mao’s transcription, the translations were obtained 
in significantly different ways. The first version begins with the pinyin that Mao developed to 
attempt to express the Naxi sounds he was hearing. The second version begins with the Chinese 
characters chosen by Wang to similarly express these sounds. This once again highlights the 
problem in obtaining the Baisha Xiyue song texts because the Naxi language has no standard 
writing system, although efforts are being made through the Chinese government to develop one 
(Pinson 2011, Interviews). 
The first line for each part of the text is Wang’s version, using Chinese characters to 
approximate the sound of the Naxi words (Wang Cipher Notation Collection). The second line is 
the pronunciation using Naxi pinyin. This version was formulated by the author after listening to 
the text of A Li Li Jiperq on the recordings he made on July 20, 2011, utilizing Pinson’s Naxi-
Chinese-English Dictionary (Pinson 2012) to transcribe the sounds. It was then checked by 
Thomas Pinson, who is a fluent Naxi speaker (Pinson 2011, Interviews). The third line gives 
Wang’s Chinese translation. The fourth line provides the author’s translation of the text into 
English. Wang’s use of Chinese to approximate the title of this song is 阿丽丽几拍儿 (A lili ji 
paier).
阿丽丽勾全琶（？），吾丽丽勾全那， 
A li li gge jiperq, We li li gge jinaq,
多美丽的白云，最美丽的白云
How beautiful are the white clouds! How beautiful are the black clouds!
全琶全那丁，够公果果公够，落冷嘿
Ji perq (jihiuq?) jinal gguq, go gguq gel, gel gguq go, lee leiheq.
朵朵白云间，鹤随鹰，鹰随鹤，飞去了
Behind the white (colorful?) and black clouds, the eagles following the cranes, 
the cranes following the eagles flew away, over each other.
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斤利（？）冷吾黑，冷利居没溜，慢（？）冷居没溜。
Cei (Chee) (Lei) liuq leiweq leiheq, Leiliuq gguq me lieq (leq), 
mail leigguq me lieq (leq).
白鹤飞去了，宅呀，飞去了，不再回来了，不再回来了。
They looked, circled and then went away. Afterwards, they looked and didn't return, 
after that, they didn't come back. 
Ddol Co: “Barefoot Dance”
Wang stated that in the past Ddol Co may have had words, but he had never encountered 
them (Wang 2011, Interviews; Cipher Notation Collection). According to Wang the current 
convention is that Ddol Co is presented as an instrumental piece featuring the dizi, without any 
vocal parts. In all of the live performances encountered by the author, including the afternoon of 
Baisha Xiyue described earlier as well as the Naxi Impressions performance attended on August 
30, 2011, Ddol Co was presented without text. However, the Baisha Xiyue Video Compact Disc 
(VCD) (Duan 2000) contains a performance of Ddol Co that includes lyrics. Mao provides the 
only textual transcription for this song, which is presented below (Mao 1964, 82-90). The first 
row for each line of text is Mao’s transcription using the pinyin he developed to approximate the 
sounds of the Naxi language. The second row is Mao’s literal translation, and the third is his 
idiomatic Chinese translation. The final row is an English translation from the Chinese words, 
which was done by the author with the help of a Chinese citizen. It is notable that each line of the 
Naxi text has five syllables, which is typical for certain types of Naxi poetry (Bandy Interview, 
2012).
Verse One
Bei jin han ni men,
北京，黄金，太阳
北京的金光四射的太阳，
The golden sun in Beijing is shining all around.
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Ri be bong lan si.
永远，先明，希望
希望永远放光
I hope that it always shines.
Ji per da me su.
白云，遮，不，出现
那被⼀一堆鸟云遮住了。
The sun was hidden by the big flock of birds.
Con gao nie pi sei.
快，遮盖，这样
霎时黑暗⼀一片。
Suddenly, it became dark.
Di lon ni ndo co.
⼀一步，二，赤脚跳
我们⼀一步跳两跳步法。
Let us dance the one-two dance step.
Ni ndo co be zi.
二步，跳，跳这样
我们两步这样跳.
We will dance the two-step like this.
Verse Two
De lo yo cai her,
地面，青草，绿茵茵
地上绿茵茵的青草，
The verdant green grass on the ground,
Ri be her lon si.
永远，绿，希望
希望万年常青.
We hope that it is always green, even for ten thousand years.
Ci ni per ni yue,
冬天，霜，这个
那科下了⼀一场寒霜，
In that place, a lot of frost came (at night),
Chong le nen pi sai.
赶快，枯萎，这样了
霎时⼀一片枯黄。
Suddenly, it became yellow.
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Xu lon si ke zi.
香炉，三，只脚
香炉有三只脚.
The incense burner has three legs.
Di lon si lo co!
⼀一步，三，三跳
我们⼀一步跳三跳来送吧！
Let's dance a three-step dance to say good bye!
Verse Three
La lr han yi bi,
弯曲而长，黄金，江水
蜿蜒金沙江,
The winding Jinsha River
Ji zi zhong sir la.
水源，常远，这样
常流水不断
Flows without stopping,
Yi bi se ni ko,
江水，沙难，它，分裂
沙滩现已隔江心
The beach already separates the heart of the river.
Ni ho bi ne he.
两条河，成，去了
只恨变成两条江.
It just hates to become two rivers.
Weng cheng long kong, zi.
骏马，四蹄，生了
骏马有四蹄.
The stallion has four hoofs.
Di lou deu ndo co!
⼀一步，四，赤脚跳
我们⼀一步跳四跳来送吧！
Let's dance a four-step dance to say good bye!
Verse Four
Jo na bi di lo,
大山，大树，地方
深山密林里,
In the thick mountains and dense forest,
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Du ku zhe zhu le.
千，年，树，生长
还有千年的老树
There are still thousand-year-old trees.
Nan me nbe do to,
我们，村子，到这里
人们居住的村寨里,
The people live in the village,
Xi ku xi me lu.
百岁，人，不，有
没有百岁的人 ,
Yet, there are no people who live a hundred years.
Pa yin a nlon meng,
花，最美丽，谢萎，经常有
美丽的鲜花会凋落,
Beautiful fresh flowers will fall down,
Piou yin le ndo nong,
叶子，最美丽，萎黄，常有
油绿的嫩叶会枯黄,
Green and shiny fresh leaves will wither,
Te le loeng he ho.
这儿，经常变更
这是世间常情的变更.
A change which regularly happens in this world.
Ton ju leng he ho.
应该，经常变更
应有世间常情的变更.
It should regularly change.
Cha ci cha leng to,
六星，六尔，出现
天上出现南斗六星,
In the heavens the Nandou Liuxing constellation (Sagittarius with six stars) appears.
Di le cha ndo co!
⼀一步，六步，赤脚跳
我们⼀一步跳六跳来送吧！
Let's dance a six-step dance to say good bye!
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Verse Five
Wu ke ge qiu da.
五棵（地名），孔崔，飞翔
孔雀飞翔在五棵地方.
The peacock flies over Wuke.
Ai me ke kong ye!
母亲，慈祥
慈爱的母亲呀！
Oh, kind mother!
Che he che da li,
今晚，这里，飞翔
今晚孔雀似的音容还当在,
All this evening, there is a voice and form resembling the peacock's,
so li me che ze.
明天，等到这时候
直到明天.
Until tomorrow.
Ge qiu e le hae,
孔崔，栖宿，去了
孔雀有栖宿的树林,
The peacock has the forest for resting,
Ve hao be da ge?
什么，栖宿，究竟什么地方，
母亲的音容不知在何处？
I don’t know where mother's voice and form is.
She he she lu to,
七星，七棵，出现，
天上出现北斗七星
The Big Dipper (with seven stars) appears in the heavens,
Sho do co bei zi!
七跳，跳，想要
我们⼀一步跳七步来送吧！
Let's dance a seven-step dance to say good bye!
Verse Six
La boa ke su ai,
剌保（地名），牛筋树，石岩
刺保有了牛筋树岩,
Cibao (place name) has the niujin shrub, 
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Zhe ke du dr de.
树，根，千，紧密
树根千结百绕.
The bush roots loop in a gnarly mess, a thousand times.
Ke zu ai ni ke,
牛筋树，岩，它，分裂
现在岩裂树分开,
Now, the stone breaks the tree apart,
Ni zhe bian pi san.
两根，成，这样
分成两棵树.
Into two trees.
Ho go de lon zi.
八，角，灯笼，点燃
照亮着八角灯笼.
The eight-angle lamp shines brightly.
De lon he do co.
⼀一步，八跳，跳，
我们⼀一步跳八跳来送吧！
Let's dance the eight-step dance to say good bye!
Verse Seven
Bei si e le per,
白沙（地名），雪山，白
白沙这座雪山呀，
Oh, the snowy mountain of Baisha!
E le mu jin le
雪山，倒，怕
雪峰怕倒塌
People are afraid that the mountain will topple on top of them.
Su ai gai ni jin,
三峰，前面，搬，
另屹三峰在前面
Three other mountain peaks stand in front,
Su ai do ji le.
三峰，见，见过了
眼看三峰多安心.
They look at the three peaks more peacefully.
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Mu zi su mo nen,
倒塌，挂念，不需要
不要挂念雪山会倒塌,
Don't worry that the snow mountain will topple,
Re si to ke te.
路，新，九，⼀一条，开路
山腰新开九曲径.
At the base of the mountain, there are nine newly opened winding paths.
De ion eu lo co.
⼀一步，九跳，跳
我们⼀一步跳九跳来送吧！
Let's dance a nine-step dance to say good bye!
Kail Co: “Bow and Arrow Dance”
Curiously, Mao has a different piece entitled “Bow and Arrow Dance” than what was 
identified by the musicians the author worked with. Mao’s version, entitled Me Li Jiperq, is 
covered in another section. Wang provided the text given here (Cipher Notation Collection). 
Instead of using Naxi pinyin, which isn’t particularly familiar to Wang, he utilized Chinese 
characters to help him remember the sounds. Neither Wang nor anyone else encountered by the 
author knows the actual meaning of these Naxi words. Therefore, after listening to the text of 
Kail Co on recordings made by the author on July 20, 2011, Thomas Pinson’s Naxi-Chinese-
English Dictionary (2012) and the simple Naxi Pinyin Pronunciation Guide included in 
Jacqueline Pinson’s book, What You Can’t See is Medicine (2006), were used to transcribe the 
sounds and present an approximation in Naxi pinyin. This approximation was checked and 
confirmed by Thomas Pinson. So, the first line of each part of the text is Wang’s, and the second 
line is the author’s Naxi approximation.
其死里美拿，弯捞瀑你汝。
Qiq see leemei naq, wai'laq bal nee ssee,
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杉木黑弓，左手稳住弓盘。
qi si li mei na, wan lao pu ni ru
梦时里死成，叶捞衬你当。
Meel sheeq leesee cei, yiqlaq ceil nee daiq, 
黄竹做弓箭，右手拉扳机。
Meng cheng li si pai, ye lao chen ni dang
叶居丁吕看，没给没娃看
yiqjuq ddee'liu kail, me ggee me waq kail,
右边射⼀一箭，射恶鬼（非正常死亡的）
ye ju ding lü kan, mei gei mei wa kan
弯居丁吕看，没说没寿看
waijuq ddee'liu kail, me shuq me shel kail,
左边射⼀一箭，射污秽的鬼（如殉情死的鬼）
wan ju ding lü kan, mei shuo mei shou kan
梦吨冷本美，只本能没留
mul ddiuq lei bbeeq mei, zhee bei neiq me lieq
黄泉路上就没有阻拦了。
meng dun leng ben mei, zhi ben neng mei liu
 美丽的白云，(Mao 1964, 71)阿丽丽几拍儿(Wang, Cipher Notation) 
(Mao 1964, 71-72)
Mul Bul: An Elegy for the Dead
The name Mul Bul is not known any more as to the real meaning for those words. 
Therefore, the words in English are not written in quotation marks. The over all meaning of the 
song is listed afterwards, however.
 A text for Mul Bul was provided by the He brothers (He 2012, Interview). Once again, 
because the only writing system with which they are familiar is Chinese characters, those 
characters were used to approximate the sounds of the Naxi words of this song. Shirley He Yufe 
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then transcribed their Chinese approximation into Naxi pinyin with the coaching of the He 
brothers (He 2012, Interview). Her Naxi text follows. Similar to Kail Co, the original meaning of 
the text has been lost because the Naxi language has changed since these songs were composed 
(Wang 2011, Interviews; Pinson 2011, Interviews). Another similarity to Kail Co is that both of 
these songs are known to be elegies for the dead, even though the specific meaning of the text 
has been lost.
Go sso gel sso hee,
Go bu juq lei lua.
Da lao hiul jiu hee, da leiq ju me lee
Da ssee sso sseel hee, bai bbeeq hee ju lee
Chual perq go ju heq, go leiq juq me lee,
Chual sso yi sso hee, Fa bbeeq go lei lua,
La sso so sso hee, la lei juq meel lee,
Chee sso la sso hee, La pul so lei lua.
Juq na ber chee lee, Ddeeq kee sseeq me sseeq.
Bu paq de keel la, Ddeeq kee dderq ssee na
Mel tee be bu lieq, Yuq meq lu seeq niel.
Meel se gel ne yaiq, Meel nu ge mee bie,
Nge yil ne men, Me heeq ddee nye cher,
Mo sso ba men ssee, Me aq ne meel toq.
A Li Li Jiperq “The Beautiful White Clouds”
In the following song text, there is a phrase that has a “happy” kind of feeling. “Li li” 
carries also the meaning of happiness because now the soldiers have gone into the next world 
and are not experiencing the suffering of this world. They only need to be ushered to their final 
resting place in the spiritual world. Therefore in its context of the song, it carries the double 
meaning of beautiful and happy in this eternal sense. This meaning is no longer carried in 
modern Naxi. 
The following lyrics are those from a score provided to the author by Wang Chaoxin:
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Naxi Lyrics using Chinese Characters (NL): 阿丽丽勾全琶（？），吾丽丽勾全那， 
Naxi pronunciation using Naxi pinyin (NP): A li li gge jiperq, We li li gge jinaq,
The meaning of the text in Chinese characters (CM):多美丽的白云，最美丽的白云
The meaning of the lyrics in English (EM): How beautiful are the white clouds! How 
beautiful are the black clouds!
(NL):全琶全那丁，够公果果公够，落冷嘿
(NP): Ji perq (jihiuq?) jinal gguq, go gguq gel, gel gguq go, lee leiheq.
(CM):朵朵白云间，鹤随鹰，鹰随鹤，飞去了
(EM): Behind the white? colorful? and black clouds, the eagles following the 
cranes, the cranes following the eagles flew away, over each other.
(NL):斤利（？）冷吾黑，冷利居没溜，慢（？）冷居没溜。
(NP):Cei (Chee) (Lei) liuq leiweq leiheq, Leiliuq gguq me lieq (leq), mail leigguq 
me lieq (leq).
(CM):白鹤飞去了，宅呀，飞去了，不再回来了，不再回来了。
(EM):They looked, circled and then went away. Afterwards, they looked and 
didn't return, after that, they didn't come back. 
 The following text is given as; 三思渠挽歌歌词 “San Si Qu Lament lyrics.” The 
instructions following the title says 曲调同《弓箭舞挽歌》meaning “to go with the tune, ‘Drawing 
the Bow and Arrow Dance Lament.’ ”
Me Li Jiperq (Gong Jian Wu)弓箭舞
Verse One
Me li jiper zong,
leq? jiperq
了涧？，白云，里面
美丽的白云间
In the midst of the beautiful white clouds
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Go per ji zhong he,
Go perq ji hee? heq?
白鹤，云，跟，去了
白鹤在飞着，
The white crane is flying,
Ji zhong go per de,
Ji go perq ddo? (go up)
云层，白鹤，宝贵
白鹤飞进云层里去了，
The white crane is flying into the layer of clouds,
Go lai ju me liu.
Go leijuq me lee
鹤，返回，不，来，
白鹤不会返回来。
The white crane can not come back again.
Go rong ge rong hou,
Go sso gel sso hual
小鹤，小鹰， 这群
小鹤小鹰的成群结队地，
Flocks of small cranes and vultures have all gathered together,
Go bu ji ji lo.
Go bvl jiq jiq? loq
鹤，送，云，到此好了，
送白鹤到云里去。
To the white cranes up into the clouds.
Verse Two 
He si he li di,
Heel xi hee 
海，老，海子里，
亮晶晶银老似的海子边，
On the edges of the lakes and ponds that have been sparkling like silver 
 since time immemorial,
Ban la le zhong he,
Bai? la? lei zhul heq
天鹅，黑，海，跟去，
天鹅在飞舞，
Swans are dancing in the air.
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He ko ban la de,
Heel ku (kol) bai la dderq? ddo?
海里，黑天鹅，宝贵，
黑天鹅飞进海里去了，
Black swans fly into the lake (sea).
Ban lai ju me liu.
Bai leijuq me lee
天鹅，回返，不，来，
天鹅不回返来了。
The swans will not come back again.
Gi rong ban yong hou,
sso bai hual
小鸥， 小天鹅，这群
小鸥小天鹅们成群结队地
Flocks of small gulls and swans all gather together ,
Ban bu he ji lo.
Bai bvl hee 
天鹅，送，海，到此好了，
送天鹅到大海里去。
To send the swans off to the big sea. 
Verse Three
Wu lu si ai zhong,
see aiq(?)
雪山，三峰，地方，
高耸的雪山三峰间，
In the midst of the three towering peaks,
Cha per go zhong he.
Chual perq zhul hee
白鹿，山里，跟，去了，
白鹿在跳跃。
The white deer are bounding.
Go zhong cha per de,
chual perq
山里，跟，白鹿，宝贵，
白鹿到雪山里去了，
The white deer went up into the snow mountain,
Cha le ju me liu.
Chual leijjuq me lee
鹿，返回，不，来，
白鹿不会返回来了。
The white deer will not come back again.
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Cha rong yin rong hou,
Chual sso sso 
小鹿， 小骡， 这群，
小鹿小骡们成群结队地，
Herds of fawns and mule colts all gather together,
Cha bu go je lu.
Chual bvl
鹿，送，山里，到此好了。
送白鹿到雪山里去了。
To say good bye to the deer as it goes into the snow mountain. 
Verse Four 
La he song gu mu,
La hiuq ko?
虎，红，松涛之地，
松涛震耳的高坡间，
In the midst of the deafening sough (sighing sound of the wind among the trees) 
 of the high slopes,
La he song zhong he.
La hiuq zhul heq
虎，红，山里，跟，去了，
红斑的老虎纵哉到森林里去了。
A red spotted tiger jumps up into the forest.
Song zhong la he de,
la hiuq ddeeq?
松涛之地，虎，红，宝贵，
松林里最雄伟的是红斑虎，
In the midst of the pine forest, the most magnificent (important) creature of all 
 is the red spotted tiger,
La lai ju me liu,
La leijjuq me lee
虎，返回，不，来，
红虎⼀一去不回来了。
The red tiger, once it goes, does not return.
Sai rong la rong hou,
Sheeqsso lasso hual
小彪， 小虎，这群，
小彪小虎们成群结队地，
Prides of lion cubs and young lions all gather together,
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La bu song jin lon,
La bvl kvq(?) lee
虎，送，松涛之地，到地好了，
送红虎到松林里去。
To say good bye to the red lion as he goes into the pine forest.
Verse Five
Gao ao bin te si,
bbi(?) see(?)
高熬（地名），森林，腰，长，
竹林钱？密的高熬地方，
In the midst of the thick bamboo forest of Gao Ao,
He ying bin zong he,
Heeq bbi(?) zhul heq
箐鸡（？），最美丽，森林，跟，去，
箐鸡层飞入竹林里去了。
The bamboo chicken (pheasant?) flies into the bamboo forest. 
Bin zhong he yin de,
Bbi(?) heeq ddeeq(?)
森林，这⼀一（？），箐鸡，最美丽，宝贵，
竹林中最可爱的是箐鸡，
In the midst of the bamboo forest, the most beloved bird is the bamboo chicken.
He lai ju me liu,
Heeq leijjuq me lee
箐鸡，返回，不，来，
箐鸡⼀一去不返回来了。
The bamboo chicken, once it goes does not return.
Fu rong he rong hou,
Fvsso heeqsso hual
小山鸡，小箐鸡，这群，
小山鸡小箐鸡们成群结队地，
Flocks of pheasant and bamboo chicken chicks gather together,
He bu bin jin lon 
Heeq bvl bbi(?) kvq(?) lee
箐鸡，送，森林，到此才好，
送箐鸡到竹林里去。
To say good bye to the bamboo chicken as it goes into the bamboo forest.
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Analysis
To fully understand any kind of music, the details, patterns, and commonalities that make 
it recognizable as a unique genre must be discovered. In making this type of analysis of Baisha 
Xiyue, both performance conventions and unifying elements are examined. First, attention will 
be given to the musical scale used.
The scale of the Baisha Xiyue suite 
lies squarely in the pentatonic scale 
that so commonly exists in Asia. All 
of the principle notes of the scale are 
landed on and held for significant lengths of time. For example, in Sail See Jjiq and A Li Li 
Jiperq, the selection of notes played by the F dizi are as follows: D1 (E1) F2 G2 (A2) Bb2 C2 D2 
(E2) F3. Those notes in parentheses are the pitches which are only used in ornamentation. The 
scale is the first element in analysis. 
Exceptions to this use of the pentatonic scale can be found in transcriptions such as in Yi 
Feng Shu, example 3, measure 11, where the 
dizi trills to a B natural from a Bb and the 
grace notes preceding the Bb include a B 
natural. This exception can be accounted for 
in the limitations of the F dizi. That trill 
occurs at the top limit of the range and the 
only available note to trill to is an open B natural. The notes above that all go to many fingers 
covering holes. Hence the B natural is the adjacent note that is easily trilled to even though it lies 
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Example 3. Yi Feng Shu, measure 11                             
   
 Example 4. Mee Mil Ngvq, measure 5              
outside the pentatonic scale range. Also in measure 1 of the same piece seen in example 21 on 
page 96, the grace note preceding the A is also a B natural. Another fingering, though more 
awkward, could help the scale to be more standard but because of the speed of the trill, 
expedience dictates the use of the B natural. Even though it is not written in the score as such, 
the dizi players play the A trill to a B natural rather than a Bb. However, looking at the dizi parts 
can be distracting to the scale of the song. All the other instruments carry the main melody which 
includes the following pitches: D1 F2 G2 (A2) Bb2 C2 D2. The A2 is placed in parentheses 
because its occurrence is only in ornamentation and never occurs as a main note of the melody. 
Hence the pentatonic scale, F G Bb C D all are within the pentatonic or five note scale. The scale 
for Kail Co is the same as Yi Feng Shu. The introductory melody in Yi Feng Shu can be seen in 
example 20 on page 95.
Performance Conventions
The Naxi have some performance conventions that vary significantly from western 
classical music conventions. Hence, a fair amount of space will be devoted to performance 
conventions in Baisha Xiyue. After 
presentation of various kinds of 
ornamentation, some attention will be 
given to the forms each of the songs take. 
In addition, some attention will be given 
to how they differ from the other form of Naxi Ancient music, Dongjing.
“Emic” and “etic” are terms that have been borrowed from linguistic analysis and used by 
ethnomusicologists to explain whether what is being described is simply what is heard—“etic”—
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Example 5. Mee Mil Ngvq, measure 7
or whether it addresses the perspective, mindset, and goals of the performer playing this music
—“emic.” The performance conventions considered here are addressed from the “etic” 
perspective. 
The Naxi have some performance conventions for Baisha Xiyue that vary significantly 
from Western classical music traditions. These practices have various facets, such as how 
instruments 
are held, the motivation for a 
musical gathering, the 
environment in which Baisha 
Xiyue is played, which 
instruments are to be used for a 
performance, and the unique ways in 
which ornamentation is used. 
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Example 9. Sail See Jjiq, measure 17                       
Example 8. Mee Mil Ngvq, measures 16-17                           
Example 7. Dduq, measures 22-23                                                                            
Example 6. Dduq, measures 2-4                                                                                            
    
One of the notable aspects of Naxi ancient music performance conventions relates to 
playing the flute. The dizi players from this region hold the flute with the wrists and fingers 
straight and perpendicular to the flute. On the other hand, the Western flute playing position 
requires that the hands be turned so that the wrists are at a natural angle for reaching all of the 
keys and the fingers are curved. The researcher discovered that the Naxi convention helps the 
flute player to produce some of the sounds unique to Baisha Xiyue. The creation of these 
distinctive tones is achieved through a partially closed finger hole resulting in slower pitch 
change but in a 
way that still 
produces a 
definitive sound 
as if the finger 
was placed directly over the hole, completely covering it. One Baisha Xiyue performer was 
observed “caressing” the hole with the finger in order to produce a certain type of ornamentation. 
The researcher discovered that this effect was very difficult to produce using Western flute 
conventions, but when he switched to the Naxi traditional dizi position, the ornamentation was 
much more easily achieved.
Two types of ornamental slides 
found in Baisha Xiyue are affected 
by the Naxi dizi hand position. In 
the first type of slide, the beginning 
pitch is indistinct, but the ending pitch is recognizable. In the second, the beginning pitch is 
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Example 11. A Li Li Jiperq, measure 17     
Example 10. Sail See Jjiq, measure 43 and 47                              
recognizable, but the ending pitch is imprecise. This second type can be found in Mee Mil Ngvq, 
where the dizi ornaments are trills that end on an unclear final note but start with a more precise 
pitch. Because 
the holes of the 
final note are 
only partially 
covered, the 
flutist rarely 
arrives at a distinct pitch. To indicate this type of slide in Western notation, an “x” is placed on 
the staff for the unclear 
final note. An example of 
this notation in Mee Mil 
Ngvq can be found in 
example 4 on page 88. 
The resulting sound is a downward glissando from a solid pitch, which mimics a person crying. 
Mee Mil Ngvq, along with Dduq, also provides an example of the other type of slide, 
where the pitch is imprecise at the beginning but ends on an identifiable pitch. A feature of this 
slide is the addition of a starting grace note played about a fourth or fifth higher. This grace note 
is executed so quickly that it is difficult to even discern its pitch. The effect is similar to the other 
slide in that it resembles the sound of someone weeping. On page 89, especially note the the 
grace note from B to F in example 5 from Mee Mil Ngvq.
Both of these pieces also use another convention found in Baisha Xiyue but not observed 
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Example 13. Dduq, measure 38                                                  
 
Example 12. Dduq, measure 2                                                                     
  
in Western music: a unique type of trill. Western trills move to the next highest adjacent note in 
the key of the piece. By contrast, Naxi trills can utilize wider intervals. These two pieces 
incorporate a repeated motif that jumps from the base pitch up a minor third then either drops a 
half step returning to the base pitch—in this case D4-F4-E4-D4—or simply slides from the 
minor third back to the base pitch. This motif starts slowly and repeats faster and faster, ending 
in a trill. Ddol Co also utilizes this pre-trill motif. The top three examples, 6-8 on page 90 
demonstrate this pattern.
During one of his lessons, 
Wang introduced another 
unique convention: a 
grace-note-like ornament 
that can occur either at the beginning or end of a note or phrase. In the context of this lesson, the 
example occurred in measure 2 of Dduq, at the fermata on Example 12 on page 92. When the G 
was released, Wang made the final note rise slightly by barely lifting his fingers before the end of 
his breath. Then, when starting the next phrase after the fermata, that high note was begun as a 
“prequel” to the note following phrase. Just as it was barely heard at the end of the previous 
phrase, the “prequel” was played so fast that it sounded like a very fast grace note. However, for 
transcription purposes this ornament is not notated because it is very subtle and should not be 
heavily emphasized.
Another type of Baisha Xiyue ornamentation produces a sustained note over two or more 
beats with a slowly pulsating, highly active vibrato (Rees 2000, 69-70). From a Western classical 
viewpoint, this ornament sounds like “bad” vibrato, but in the Naxi context it is considered an 
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Example 14. A Li Li Ji Perq, measure 20                                  
important part of the song’s embellishment. This slowly pulsating vibrato can be facilitated by 
the dizi player’s hand position or by slow pulsations of the player’s breath. This occurs at the 
beginning of Sail See Jjiq, where the dizi sustains a Bb4 and the pitch pulses in time with the 
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Example 18. A Li Li Jiperq, measures 17-22                  
Example 17. Sail See Jjiq, measures 37-48                                                                              
Example 16. Introduction to A Li Li Jiperq, measures 1-4
Example 15. Introduction to Sail See Jjiq, measures 1-7
music for three beats as well as in measures 43 and 47 visible in examples 15 and 17 on page 94. 
In example 15, a trill is placed on the held Bb because in this performance, it was played that. 
Other performance, the trill is absent and the pulsation takes its place. 
Slowly pulsating “vibrato” can be seen as well as an example of how this use of the 
player’s breath is notated in the transcription of Sail See Jjiq in example 17 on page 94. For ease 
of notation, the pulsations were not written but the player knows that in this context, the held 
note should be pulsed. Example 18 on page 94 of A Li Li Jiperq, measure 17, provides an 
alternate notational example of this pulsating effect. Ties with accents are placed over eighth 
notes to show the player that the pitch should be wavered on each eighth-note pulse. See 
example 9 page 90 for a situation where it was notated with accents. To obtain the slow vibrato  
effect the musician will most likely be using the Naxi dizi playing position and may use either 
the finger movement or the breath to waver the pitch. Example 13 on page 92 is another example 
where grace notes were notated to get wide vibrato. 
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Example 20. Yi Feng Shu First Melodic Presentation, erhu, measures 2-5
Example 19. Kail Co, measures 1-4, played by the bulbuq
On the bowed string instruments used in Baisha Xiyue, this slow, pulsating vibrato occurs 
when the finger of the left hand rocks on the string in harmony with the pulse of the music. The 
intensity of drawing the bow held with the right hand is not varied. Only the movement of the 
left hand finger produces the pitch change. Very often this vibrato is not even; so, therefore the 
long notes have been written with grace notes at an eighth note pace as in the example in Yi Feng 
Shu on Example 20, page 95 measure 5. This type of pulsing vibrato can also be heard in the 
bulbuq, where the player uses both his breath and lips to produce this unique ornament.
Another Baisha Xiyue convention that differs from the Western classical tradition is the 
use of a straight pitch with no vibrato. This practice is often heard on the ending note of a piece 
such as in Yi Feng 
Shu, where a long 
note is played with 
no variation of pitch. 
This practice is 
difficult for Western musicians to achieve on the dizi, because long, straight tones are almost 
never found in Western classical music. In addition, the vibrato normally used in the West masks 
imperfections in the air flow, but these imperfections are exposed when playing the conventional 
Naxi straight pitch. See example 10 page 91 to see other situations where straight tone is used in 
contrast to wide vibrato.
Orchestral instrumentation is an additional contrasting convention between Baisha Xiyue 
and Western Classical music. In the author’s experience, the composition of the Baisha Xiyue 
orchestra is less prescribed than in the West. For example, the score for Mozart’s Symphony No 
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Example 21. Yi Feng Shu Introduction, played by the dizi, measure 1 
and its pickup
40 designates the specific instruments needed for a performance.  If all the instruments are not 
available, the performance is compromised. By contrast, when a Baisha Xiyue performance is 
arranged, such as the one organized by Wang Chaoxin on July 20, 2011, every effort is made to 
have a full complement of instruments available, but if that is not possible, the other musicians 
make do. The exact instrumentation is not as important as it is in the West.
This flexibility in instrumentation is partly due to the intimate nature of a Baisha Xiyue 
performance. Instead of Western performance practice, which involves a concert hall with ticket 
sellers, an audience, programs, and a formal presentation, Baisha Xiyue is normally performed in 
the courtyard of a home in the presence of friends or community members (Jacqueline Pinson 
2006, 141). In recent years a more Western style concert venue has been created which 
showcases various kinds of Naxi folk and ancient music including some Baisha Xiyue pieces (He 
2012, Interview). However, these performances are solely for the sake of the new tourist trade, 
and aside from the participating musicians, the Naxi people would not normally attend them.
In the past, families would have special Naxi music for certain life events such as 
weddings and funerals. Baisha Xiyue is especially appropriate for funerals because of its theme 
of honoring the memory of the dead and ushering them into their eternal home. Because of this 
tradition most Naxi associate Baisha Xiyue with funerals (Yang 2011, Interview; Wang 2011, 
Interviews; Rees 2000, 66). Of course, this connection stands in contrast to Western classical 
music conventions where music in a program is chosen based on a theme either conceived of by 
the conductor or because of some external stimulus such as patriotism for Independence Day in 
America. The immensity of the choices available in the West do not limit the music choices nor 
their performance venues as much. Yet there are pieces in the Classical music repertoire such as 
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Brahms Requiem which are associated with death but are not as limited in their performance 
venues as the Naxi Baisha Xiyue.
Unifying Elements
The analysis of Baisha Xiyue is by no means complete as much more work could be done 
to find musical characteristics that can help unify as well as differentiate each song. This section 
explores some of the unifying elements of Baisha Xiyue. More research needs to be done to 
discover the facets that this music contains that are not discussed in this paper.
First of all, the melodic contours of both Yi Feng Shu and Kail Co, share a loose G-Bb-C-
Bb-G progression. In Kail Co the motif is embellished much more and stretched over five 
measures instead of the three found in Yi Feng Shu (see examples 19 and 20 page 95). Sail See 
Jjiq and A Li Li Jiperq also echo this progression.
Compare the introductions to Sail See Jjiq and A Li Li Jiperq in examples 15 and 16 on 
page 94. The melody appears different from one another in its notation and ornamentation but 
the overall melody is still the same. After the introductions, the melodies have significant 
differences but as the phrases near their ends, the melodies again converge. Compare the 
melodies of Sail See Jjiq measures 37-48 and A Li Li Jiperq measures 17-22 in examples 17 and 
18 on page 94. The major differences are the ornamentation of this portion of the melody.
Yi Feng Shu's melody contour is much simpler than Kail Co but the over all G-Bb-C-Bb-
G is traceable in both melodies. In Kail Co, the motif is embellished much more and stretched 
over 5 measures instead of 3 and is repeated multiple times as the text is sung until completed in 
alternation with the bulbuq. The voice and the bulbuq perform the same melody although the 
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ornamentation between the two is a little different. In Yi Feng Shu, because of the contrasting 
melody carried by the dizi, the main melodic material is disguised. A comparison is needed. 
Examples 19 and 20 on page 95 show the similarities of the two melodies are a bit loose. 
The bulbuq in Kail Co doesn’t arrive to the G until measure 3 and continues downward to a D 
before the melody arrives at the Bb. The latter half of measure 3 through measure 4 in Yi Feng 
Shu correlates with measures 4 and 5 of Kail Co. In an interesting melodic turn, the downward 
melodic contour is inverted at the end of measure 4 through measure 5 in Yi Feng Shu in 
comparison to the downward movement of the  D, Bb and G pitches in Kail Co. This Yi Feng 
Shu melody gets repeated multiple times through the piece with variations. The downward 
melodic movement is presented in the introduction of Yi Feng Shu by the dizi. See example 21 on 
page 96. With that portion overlaid with the initial melody, the general melodic contour is similar 
to Kail Co. 
Another unifying factor found in a number of the Baisha Xiyue pieces is the 
ornamentation mentioned earlier. One example of this element is the downward clear to 
indistinct pitch slide that resembles a crying voice. This slide can be found in Mee Mil Ngvq and 
Dduq shown by example 4 on page 88. A second example of unifying ornamentation can be 
found in the closing motif of three songs: Ddol Co, Mee Mil Ngvq and Dduq. These three all use 
the ornamental slide described earlier that descends to the base pitch from the minor third above 
and after accelerated repetitions ends in a trill. This distinctive ornamentation also resembles a 
weeping voice, which reflects the sorrowful theme of the Baisha Xiyue story. An example of this 
motif is also seen in Mee Mil Ngvq example 8, measures 16-17 on page 90. Examples 6 and 7 on 
page 90 show how they were done in Dduq.
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Transmission
Traditionally, Baisha Xiyue has been orally passed down from one generation to the next. 
This oral transmission is now complemented with written notation that is used for memory 
enhancement. More recently, these two methods have been augmented with the use of media.  
Transmission Through Media
To date very few recordings have been made of the pieces in the Baisha Xiyue suite. The 
author discovered three CDs by Naxi artists that include some pieces from Baisha Xiyue. Xuan 
Ke’s Naxi Ancient Music CD (1998) includes a rendition of Dduq, a solo piece for dizi. A second 
CD also called Naxi Ancient Music, produced by Li Shibi (2003), also contains a version of 
Dduq, as well as a performance of Yi Feng Shu, an instrumental piece played by a traditional 
Naxi ancient music ensemble. Xiao Yuguang sings a modern rendition of Sail See Jjiq 
accompanied by synthesizer and drums on his CD entitled Naxi Pure Land (2005). In addition, a 
few personal recordings of Baisha Xiyue songs can be found on YouTube. 
In 2011 the author discovered a VCD while touring Mufu, the museum built as a replica 
of the ancient palace of the Mu family—the Naxi ruling clan—originally built in AD 1382. The 
VCD contains seven pieces from the Baisha Xiyue Suite, partly filmed in Mufu. The research 
behind the VCD was conducted by Wang Chaoxin's teacher, He Maogen (Duan 2000, VCD). He 
Maogen was considered the foremost performer of—and authority on—Baisha Xiyue until his 
passing. Almost all of the known pieces of the Baisha Xiyue suite are presented on this VCD, 
with the exception of a song called Mulbul. This is the most comprehensive performance of the 
Baisha Xiyue suite found to date. The author had the privilege of meeting with He’s two sons, He 
Juyi and He Liyi, who are continuing their father’s work of keeping the Baisha Xiyue tradition 
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alive. Because they were taught by their father, these two men have what is probably the most 
complete training in the performance of Baisha Xiyue.
Personal Transmission: The Author’s Experience
Despite his best efforts to lay aside preconceptions, the author was surprised to find that 
his Baisha Xiyue dizi lessons with Wang Chaoxin did not involve much in the way of musical 
notation. In addition, he expected that when notation was provided it would accurately reflect 
what was being played, which was not the case. The issue of notation is covered more 
thoroughly in the following section; this segment focuses on describing the oral transmission of 
Baisha Xiyue as experienced by the researcher.
In the first lesson Wang played the whole piece through once and then started from the 
top and played the first phrase. He motioned for the student to imitate what he had just played. 
After giving some verbal feedback, Wang played it once again for the student, who attempted to 
imitate it another time. This cycle would typically continue up to a dozen times until Wang was 
satisfied with the way the phrase was being produced, and then they moved on to the next 
phrase. Once the second phrase was grasped, the first and second phrases were played 
sequentially. This process of adding a new phrase, then reviewing, continued until the piece was 
learned. In oral transmission, this kind of review is an essential part of mastering any song. Wang 
offered his copy of the pieces being played so that the student could photocopy it, but the sheet 
music was only used occasionally for reference.
During breaks from this process, Wang and the researcher sat across from one another at 
a table and drank tea. This detail may seem unimportant; yet drinking tea helped contribute not 
only to good health, but also to promoting a posture of relaxation, which Wang viewed as an 
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important component of concentration. Here as in the West, concentration is a strong value in 
performance. However, the way the performer achieves that concentration seems to be quite 
different in these two cultures. 
Focus on the music and how it should sound is a strong value in the West. Often, when a 
musician concentrates “too hard” and allows fear to enter in, curiously the performance level 
goes down. Hence less focus on the actual mechanics of what to do and more on listening and 
enjoying what is coming out reduces the anxiety and increases the performance quality. Among 
the Naxi, enjoying the beauty of the surroundings and drinking tea both help take the mind away 
from the mechanics and into the actual enjoyment of the art. Perhaps it is less the product that is 
important and more the process itself.
Each day, the first part of the lesson included review of the music learned and committed 
to memory up to that point. Problem areas were addressed before moving on to the presentation 
of new material. This process of review and correction is very important for oral transmission in 
order to keep the memorized music fresh and accurate. 
Most of the time when the student was trying to imitate his teacher, he was unable to play 
to Wang’s satisfaction—not because the notes were incorrect, but rather because it was missing 
the “Naxi flavor,” as Wang called it. However, Wang is a sensitive teacher who understood the 
student’s limitations in trying to produce nuances he had never heard before. That “Naxi flavor” 
proved to be somewhat elusive; the student did not achieve it the first day and was only rarely 
able to produce it to Wang’s satisfaction during the six weeks of his studies. 
Although Wang followed Naxi tradition by transmitting the Baisha Xiyue dizi pieces to 
the author orally, in another way Wang broke from the tradition by passing the songs on so 
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quickly. This contrast came into focus when the researcher returned to the area in May of 2012. 
At that time He Juyi and He Liyi were interviewed and they described the way they learned 
Baisha Xiyue from their father. The first three years were spent singing the songs in the lessons. 
It was only after these three years of singing the songs that the instruments used in Baisha Xiyue 
would be introduced and the instrumental parts studied in detail (He Juyi, He Liyi 2012, 
Interviews).
Notation
In learning the music of Baisha Xiyue from his teacher, Wang Chaoxin, the researcher 
found it rather puzzling that the music, as it is written in cipher notation, can have such marked 
discrepancies from the actual performance (Wang, Cipher Notation Collection). Wang was so 
particular about how certain ornaments should be played, as well as the details of the melody; yet 
his cipher notation did not reflect these particular details. Many of the specifics were not 
included in his notation, and there were even times when what he taught was significantly 
different from what was noted. Why were there such large discrepancies between the notation 
and the performance? Sometimes the teacher did refer to his cipher notation to remember how 
the songs were played; he was not working solely from memory. So with such attention to detail, 
these differences create questions. Has the music continued to develop since the cipher notation 
was written down? Do the performers have only nominal training in how to read jianpu, the 
Asian form of music notation, and therefore experience difficulty in using it? Despite efforts to 
obtain answers to these questions from Naxi musicians familiar with Baisha Xiyue, the author 
was not able to acquire clear responses. As a result, potential explanations rather than specific 
findings are presented here.
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Rees’ research gives some possible insights. At the time of her research, an older oral 
notation style called gongchepu was still being used to write down the Naxi ancient music in 
Lijiang. The older musicians described how, for the first few years, they learned the music by 
repeatedly singing the songs using the gongchepu syllables rather than playing any instruments. 
Only after the songs were memorized would each student begin playing his instrument and 
writing down his own score for the pieces using the gongchepu notation. But by the time Rees 
did her research, many musicians had stopped using this notation and had moved over to jianpu 
(Rees 2000, 82-88). For example, Wang Chaoxin used jianpu rather than gongchepu for his 
cipher notation. With this in mind, a copy of Dduq in Wang’s cipher notation is included on page 
118 in Appendix A. 
In written tourist information, Baisha Xiyue is called a “living fossil” (Naxi Impression 
Show, August 30, 2011). This idea leads the author to think that great effort is being taken to keep 
the music as it was, a bit like stone. Having accurate cipher notation would be an important way 
to prevent the music from changing, much in the same way that Western classical music has been 
preserved over the centuries using five-line staff notation. Yet, even in modern presentations of 
Western classical music, historical musicologists have uncovered documents that reveal how the 
performances have changed over time, despite the continuity provided by Western notation. 
Could this evolutionary discrepancy in Western performances be another way to explain why 
modern performances of Baisha Xiyue differ from the way the pieces are notated? 
Another explanation for the inconsistency between Baisha Xiyue notation and 
performance is that changes may be taking place during the oral transmission process. Because 
Naxi culture values the use of oral transmission to impart Baisha Xiyue to the next generation, 
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the ability to read and write cipher notation is not highly valued. Wang himself said that cipher 
notation is only used as a reminder of how to play a piece (Wang 2011, Interviews). Also because 
the performer only writes cipher notation once when he is first learning Baisha Xiyue, his skill 
level in using this notation will most likely be lower than his actual performance ability.
A final aspect that may explain the discrepancy between Baisha Xiyue notation and 
performance is that because of its sorrowful connotations Baisha Xiyue is played much less 
frequently than its other Naxi ancient music counterpart, Dongjing (Yang 2011, Interview). 
Therefore, by nature, the songs will not be as easily remembered by the performers. If they 
depend heavily on oral transmission and memory rather than their notation, the performers are 
likely to diverge from their written versions.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the eight pieces that make up the Baisha Xiyue suite are all that remain 
from what many believe was an ancient music style brought by Kublai Khan to the local Naxi 
headman in AD 1253. Many believe that the corpus was much bigger in earlier times. 
The Naxi people have often used this set of pieces, along with Dongjing selections, in 
funerals. According to local musicians Baisha Xiyue carries a sad overtone that is associated with 
the grief a family experiences upon loosing a loved one in death. 
The Naxi have had a long history of contact with the Han majority; yet, they have 
maintained their own language and culture. Baisha Xiyue has been a part of the fabric of the Naxi 
culture for several centuries, eventually becoming designated as Naxi music. This extended 
existence of Baisha Xiyue helped the Naxi language and culture stay strong through the centuries 
despite pressure from the outside.
Baisha Xiyue recorded an event that would have long ago been forgotten. Music and the 
arts are powerful tools to help people remember important information and occasions. Since the 
Naxi didn’t have a writing system for their language until fairly recently, the Baisha Xiyue kept 
this incident fresh even as the culture and language changed. Without going into much detail on 
this question, the Naxi have had a pictographic writing system called Dongba. A conflict exists 
on how old it actually is. Jackson, according to Pinson, believes the pictographs are perhaps one 
hundred years old while much of the Chinese literature dates it as much older. The Dongba 
writing was used by the priests and the common people never learned it. The extent of the 
vocabulary was actually fairly small and the pictographs were conceptual and not for sounds so 
the general Naxi people as well as the priests never used it to record anything beyond the rites 
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used in the Dongba religious practice, their scriptures (Pinson 2011, Interview; Li 2008, 3).
Some Naxi instruments don't exist anywhere else in China and have their own specific 
uses in Baisha Xiyue. The bulbuq and shuqggvddvq are only found among the Naxi and in this 
specific genre show off their unique characteristics. The bulbuq, for example, first introduces the 
melody and the singer sings the first phrase on Kail Co. The bulbuq then plays the same melody 
as an interlude. The singer continues with the next phrase. The song then continues back and 
forth in this way until the entire song is sung. The shuqggvddvq plays its own unique song 
imitating a bird of the Lijiang area and its sound is heard in this study on A Li Li Ji Perq and Sail 
See Jjiq. 
The Naxi language has changed enough over time that some of the players of Naxi 
Ancient Music don’t know the meaning of the text in several songs. Yet, they have adapted and 
continue to employ these songs for their own cultural uses in funerals and tourist concerts. Had 
these new uses for Baisha Xiyue not developed, this genre most likely would have vanished 
when the Naxi believed that it no longer served them culturally.
Informal interviews indicate that the average Naxi speaker no longer recognizes this 
genre as being their “heart music.” However, those interviewed did recognize it as being part of 
the Naxi cultural heritage and therefore part of their identity. Since so few Naxi acknowledge 
that it is part of their own heart music, reviving Baisha Xiyue would require modifications to 
appeal to a modern Naxi audience. Xiao Yuguang has made one such arrangement by preserving 
the text and melody in “Sai1 Mee Weq” otherwise known as Sail See Jjiq and ushering the song 
into modern Naxi culture (Xiao CD). Xiao took the existing ancient melody and words and 
rearranged it by adding a guitar and drums to make contemporary accompaniment sounds that 
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young people like to hear today. 
Other creative approaches could involve changing and/or modifying the lyrics, melody, 
and instrumentation. Perhaps new songs could be made that still embody Baisha Xiyue 
characteristics with new melodies and words. This adaptation would best be explored by local 
Naxi musicians as they might have a feel for how much change could still be considered Naxi 
and yet revive the music style for coming generations. Although the Baisha Xiyue musical form 
still exists, it is becoming a “museum” genre because no new songs that people can identify with 
are being composed in this musical style. When a genre of songs is no longer being developed or 
used in meaningful ways in a culture, it is in danger of disappearing and then it truly could 
become a “fossil” of music and put in “culture museums.”
Another area of research that could be helpful is to obtain an analysis from local people 
of the elements contained in Baisha Xiyue and other musical styles that are considered Naxi. 
Since other styles of music also exist among the Naxi, all the different music elements including 
instrumentation, harmony, heterophony, melodic elements, ornamentation, and cultural context 
would need to be included in the analysis. In addition, a much more thorough analysis of the 
music itself could be undertaken in order to discover what musical elements are specifically Naxi 
and which are more wide spread. In that way the ancient Naxi culture could help develop Baisha 
Xiyue and other genres and transport them into the next generation.
So why worry about ways of using Baisha Xiyue? With the idea that culture and music 
are changing, this genre of music could join in the mainstream of Naxi culture. This specific 
suite does not need to be changed since it is a part of Naxi history. Perhaps a discussion of the 
functions and uses of music could help explain the thinking behind developing Baisha Xiyue as a 
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genre.
Nettl talks about functions and uses of music in his book, The Study of Ethnomusicology 
as he answers Merriam in his book The Anthropology of Music. In short, Nettl recalls that a 
distinction is made between the music itself and its use in specific situations versus how the 
music functions within culture (Merriam 1964, 209-27; Nettl 2005, 244-5). Certainly Naxi 
Baisha Xiyue has both function and use within the context of the Naxi culture. Baisha Xiyue 
might be described as being used in funerals or in public events or in tourist concerts and is 
merely being explained from an external viewpoint. This musical genre, although less known 
than the Dongjing music, acts as a source of identity for the people, one of the functions 
described by Merriam. Its use does not explain how the people operate in the culture and how it 
helps form who they are. Function speaks to aspects of exploration of uses and analyzes them in 
reference to other cultural elements such as preference or identity. Certainly Naxi who hear the 
pieces recognize it as part of the corpus of pieces known as “Naxi music.” In this way, Baisha 
Xiyue functions as one of a variety of cultural identifiers among the Naxi. 
Merriam describes one function of music as “contribution to the continuity and stability 
of culture” (Merriam 1964, 225). Merriam further adds that many of the aspects of culture do not  
allow for the expression of emotion that music permits and in this way is a “summatory activity 
for the expression of values” (Merriam 1964, 225). How does Baisha Xiyue act as an expression 
of emotion in its own culture? Does it act as a control of the Naxi society by helping errant 
members to stay on the right path (Merriam 1964, 225)? What values are seen in Baisha Xiyue? 
Certainly, the horror of war is obvious as one song vividly portrays the thoughts and 
emotions of dazed warriors and onlookers standing by the river and singing, “is it water or is it 
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blood?” Remembering and honoring those who have gone before is also evident as singers in 
another song provide a requiem of sorts for the dead soldiers. 
This specific suite of songs roots the people in their past. The commemoration of these 
events helps following generations know what happened before. The subject matter and the 
frequent timing of performances also aid the culture in viewing death as an important part of life. 
The songs in the suite have their own beauty resulting in a release of emotions, an 
aesthetic function of music (Merriam 1964, 219-223). Death for many in China is a fearful topic. 
Hence many prefer not to talk about the subject. The fact that this suite is not played as often as 
Dongjing music could be because of this desire to keep the subject of death at a distance. Wang 
stated to the author that Baisha Xiyue is sad music. This statement appears to support the idea 
that the subject of death, though not taboo, is often moved toward an event with songs that 
express our grief in the time of death. The songs are a culturally viable way of participating in 
this difficult time of life for those left behind. Yet this observation needs to be confirmed among 
the Naxi.
Many ethnomusicologists since Merriam's time have concluded that music in a given 
culture may have a variety of functions. Sometimes it is no more than “music has charms” (Nettl 
2005, 247). Is that perhaps one of the reasons Baisha Xiyue is still played? This hypothesis, too, 
needs confirmation.
The ethnomusicologist in this context is only an outsider. Nettl suggests that researching 
the music situation can be described in terms of two contrasting scenarios: as a pyramid or as 
two sides of a coin. In the coin analogy, one side can be classified as the insider perspective or as 
some describe it, emic. The other side of the coin refers to the outsider perspective, or etic (Nettl 
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2005, 249). Which side is facing up? Within the Naxi context, the ethnomusicologist’s 
observation that Baisha Xiyue is performed at funeral and tourist venues is based partly on 
personal observation and experience and partly on the reports of insiders. Unfortunately, insiders 
may not easily express the function of such uses leaving the ethnomusicologist to make 
measured hypotheses derived from observations that must then be substantiated through further 
research.
The other analogy is based on the idea that all the different uses of music make up the 
foundation of a pyramid. As the pyramid is ascended, hierarchical and more abstract thoughts 
about music are presented. The most encompassing and abstract thoughts are reached at the top. 
For Nettl the summary statements about music found at the top include that the fundamental 
function of music is to control “humanity's relationship to the supernatural, mediating between 
human and other beings” and that it supports “the integrity of individual social groups” (Nettl 
2005, 253). 
For the people who wrote the Baisha Xiyue suite, the genre espouses a view of the world 
where human spirits roam the earth after death seeking a final resting place, which can only be 
found in the Naxi’s original northern homeland. The argument could be made that religious 
beliefs have changed over the years. With this in mind, does the Baisha Xiyue suite still meet 
Nettl’s fundamental function of music for the Naxi people of the twenty-first century?
Nettl’s second fundamental view of music supporting “the integrity of individual social 
groups” (Nettl 2005, 235) suggests that retaining a well defined identity helps keep the group 
together. The Naxi people exemplify this thought. Despite all the changes that have occurred in 
China over the last 150 years, they have remained a cohesive unit. 
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Nettl maintains that the pyramid analogy deemphasizes, though it doesn't entirely 
eliminate, the insider and outsider dichotomy. He points out that the people of Tehran and an 
ethnomusicologist can perceive the same music in very different ways (Nettl 2005, 254). 
Certainly on the streets of Lijiang, very different answers to questions about Baisha Xiyue will be 
given as compared to those expressed by the author. This is precisely what Nettl emphasizes. The 
process of negotiating human relationship issues involves identity, both group and individual. 
Naxi identity can be discussed from the viewpoint of a Chinese citizen or a small people group 
within China’s Yunnan Province. This identity can include a long history that secures them a 
place within the country as a viable and important people. Like the Han majority, perhaps even 
more so, they have been able to retain their historical connections to the past through various art 
forms including Baisha Xiyue. 
To accomplish the main goals of this paper, that is to research the music style and learn to 
play the dizi parts, the author spent considerable time studying and describing Baisha Xiyue 
music. Rees makes clear connections between her research and the conclusion that Dongjing 
music is one of several outward expressions of Naxi identity. She discusses how the Dongjing 
performers emphasize Naxi ethnicity and how the music’s relationship to the Naxi people has 
helped preserve an ancient song genre even during times when traditions were exterminated 
(Rees 2000, 188-189). 
Baisha Xiyue can also be identified as a significant expression of Naxi identity. Some 
informants even conveyed the thought that this genre is more Naxi than Dongjing music. Like 
Dongjing music the Baisha Xiyue style came from outside of the Naxi area. Unlike Dongjing 
music the subject matter is specifically Naxi in that it commemorates a Naxi historical event. 
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Just as Dongjing music became known first in the Naxi area, then across the People’s 
Republic of China, and finally in selected areas of the world through tourist concerts, efforts are 
now being made to promote Baisha Xiyue as a uniquely Naxi genre. In 2011 while collecting 
research data, the author was able to attend a tourist performance, entitled Naxi Yinxiang 纳西印象  
Naxi Impression Show, where five of the eight Baisha Xiyue pieces were presented in the context 
of a Naxi culture, arts, and religious presentation. These attempts to add Baisha Xiyue to the 
already employed Dongjing music as ambassadorial elements will undoubtedly add to the 
world’s knowledge about the Naxi culture and its self identity.
Attitudes toward music: Any style of music that affects the individual in a special way 
can be referred to as “heart music.” In the wider world a multiplicity of musical styles are 
available. Yet, a listener may return to specific genres that have become his/her “heart music.” 
For example, China has multiple musical styles, both Chinese and international. When asked 
about his/her favorite music, a local young person may name an artist or a style, such as jazz.  In 
this case his/her choice can be defined as personal “heart music.”
What music most deeply moves the listener? That could also be defined as his/her “heart 
music.” Why speak about such things? This plays into the insider/outsider dichotomy previously 
discussed. An insider often thinks of such questions and their answers when discussing music. 
An ethnomusicologist is interested in other questions that often relate to that issue. What are the 
fundamental reasons for such statements of the heart? What is the implication of the affect 
toward this music? When applying this information, how can it be used to communicate 
important knowledge? 
In order for music to survive over a long period of time, enough people must consider 
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that style as “heart music.” So, why has Baisha Xiyue persisted over multiple centuries? 
Certainly the culture where this music was first composed has changed multiple times. If 
preservation was only an issue of preference, this music should have disappeared many years 
ago.
Nettl uses two contrasting examples to talk about the value of music as it applies to 
function. The Suyá people of South America hold music in high esteem because every event of 
any value includes music and song as a vital element. By contrast, people living in 1970 Teheran, 
Iran, looked at music as an addition to every day life activities. If music didn’t exist, life would 
go on. Because of the Iranian people’s attitude, life continued as usual when music was outlawed 
in 1979 (Nettl 2005, 251-3). 
Nettl also mentions that the Iranians responded considerably less to questions about 
function or use but much more to music preference questions (Nettl 2005, 254). He further 
discusses world change returning to the notion that music is somehow involved in the identity of 
a group and the individual members of that group. As individual nations and peoples assert either 
their dominant class hegemony or lower class improved self-image, music and the arts can serve 
to solidify both expressions of identity (Nettl 2005, 256-7). 
Certainly the Naxi people place a higher value on music than the Iranians of the 1960s 
and 70s, but they also do not use music to accompany all their important life events as the Suyá 
do. Perhaps the value of Baisha Xiyue as an important music and identity marker for the Naxi is 
the primary reason why it has continued to exist within a huge nation composed of many 
peoples. Compared to other nationalities within China, the Naxi are not large in number; yet, the 
affirmation of their culture in the celebration of their musical arts, especially Dongjing music and 
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now to some degree Baisha Xiyue, is more and more noticeable, especially in the area around 
Lijiang. For the Naxi people in general, the notion of enjoyment while listening to the Baisha 
Xiyue is perhaps less important than the fact that Baisha Xiyue is a significant expression of Naxi 
identity.
Preference and identity are not exclusive. Many times people prefer a musical style for 
multiple reasons. When it is used as an identity element, people continue to employ the music for 
that reason rather than because of preference. Seeger describes how the Suyá preferred to sing 
their “shout song” because it was unique to them (Seeger 2004, 135). Perhaps the Suyá can 
describe their identity with this music by saying that they prefer it.
Change: The idea that music changes over time is firmly entrenched in the minds of 
most ethnomusicologists (Nettl 2005, 272). What then has happened to keep the Baisha Xiyue 
consistently stable for so many years? Although the Naxi language has evolved, the lyrics in 
Baisha Xiyue songs have not, leading to sections of the music that are untranslatable by modern 
scholars and musicians.
Over time some change has been associated with Baisha Xiyue. Its musicians were 
considered low class during the Republican era then were forced into hiding during the Cultural 
Revolution. By the twenty-first century these same performers have found new markets for the 
music and are being appreciated by the public. Why the music itself has remained stable 
throughout these changes is also an interesting question to investigate. 
A related question to consider concerns the idea of music going through a state of 
constant change. The style of music encapsulated by Baisha Xiyue was said to have many more 
songs in previous times. Unfortunately, no current information is available to answer the 
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question of why they disappeared? When did people stop composing songs in this style? What 
happened in the wider Naxi world to stop the composition of songs in this style? How was the 
Baisha Xiyue music style used in previous generations? Was it always limited to funerals, or 
were there other songs that broadened its use in the Naxi culture? Is there enough appeal in this 
musical style to allow it to continue into the future and will the ties of “Naxiness” be strong 
enough to carry this style through the coming centuries? 
Nettl reports that culture change is visible in broad areas not just in music. Although not 
everything in a culture can change simultaneously without a breakdown, compensation keeps 
society balanced. Some elements stay stable while others are in flux (Nettl 2005, 277-9). Baisha 
Xiyue may be that unchanging element that provides some cultural stability during periods of 
tremendous national and local upheaval outside of the control of the Naxi people. The story of 
how He Maogen taught his sons secretly the intricacies of Baisha Xiyue when the consequences 
of its discovery could have been disastrous for the family is another heroic story of the 
preservation of an important cultural thread during great change. Perhaps this preservation of 
cultural identity made the risk tenable.
Kraft also looks at culture through the grid of change. His premise along with those of 
other anthropologists is that cultures change and that change is a constant (Kraft 1996, 359-60). 
How cultures change and the degree and kind of modification they experience can be described 
and named (Kraft 1996, 360-9). His observations of shifts can easily be seen in the 
transformation of the Naxi and the society around them from circa AD 1850 through the Cultural 
Revolution. This evolution is eloquently described by Rees (Rees 2000, 118-25). Quoting from 
Mao, she briefly enumerates the changes that Baisha Xiyue experienced at that time (Rees 2000, 
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127). 
Before studying Baisha Xiyue, the author read Rees's work several times. She often refers 
to Dongjing music as a musical form that aided Naxi identity. After studying Baisha Xiyue music 
with a Naxi teacher, who exposed the author to the instruments, the song texts and their available 
translations, and music analysis, this author believes that Baisha Xiyue is another form of Naxi 
identity. Much energy and many resources are put into providing performances of Naxi Ancient 
Music in general. Now some of that energy and resources are being poured into the promotion of 
Baisha Xiyue in the Lijiang area. Because of this exposure, Baisha Xiyue should continue to 
function as a cultural identity marker. This music in a broader sense becomes the local people's 
heart music. Not only is it their preference, but it is also an expression of the Naxi soul.
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APPENDIX A  
Transcriptions
The following pages include all the transcriptions written down by the author. A sample 
page is included of the Chinese notation style called jianpu. This sample is for the first piece 
called “Dduq.” This is the copy that Wang first gave the author as a reference to start learning 
this piece. As was already stated before, there are significant differences between performance 
practice and what is notated. Many of the ornaments are not written.
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Dduq  
120
121
Yi Feng Shu
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
Mee Mil Ngyq
138
Sail See Jjiq
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
Kail Co
151
A Li Li Ji Perq
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
Ddol Co
161
Mul Bul
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APPENDIX B 
Glossary of Chinese Terms in Characters and Pinyin (the standard 
Romanization)
Baisha Xiyue 白沙细乐 Naxi ancient music style, preserving the story of a local historical event
datiao 打跳 Style of Naxi dance documented in JVC Anthology 
dimo 笛膜 The membrane used on the dizi to make its buzzy tone, created from the inside of
bamboo
dizi 笛子  Chinese style transverse flute, characterized as “buzzy” because of dimo, a membrane 
half-way between the mouth-hole and the first finger hole
Dongba 东巴 A local religion, famous because of the writings that the religious practitioners use 
to help them remember their rituals
Dongjing 洞经 ”Cave scriptures” Another style of Naxi ancient music built around associations 
performing Daoist and Confucianist rituals, becoming secular after 1949
erhu 二胡 a two-stringed bowed lute
erhuang 二黄 a two-stringed bowed lute, the smallest size
gongchepu 工尺谱 An older form of musical notation written with Chinese characters 
corresponding to syllables similar to Solfege which were used to teach the melodies of 
Naxi Guyue
Guizi 龟兹  the name of a town in western Xinjiang Province along the Silk Road
guyue 古乐 ”ancient music” The term coined for the more inclusive term of Dongjing and Baisha 
Xiyue
guzheng 古筝 A 21 -25 stringed plucked instrument, another name for the zheng
hubo 胡拨 The Chinese name for the shuqggvddvq
huqin 胡琴 A two stringed fiddle among the Naxi with a dragon head carved into its end near the 
tuning pegs. 
huobusi 火不思 The Chinese name for the Mongolian four stringed fretted lute with 
characteristics resembling the Naxi shuqggvddvq
jianpu 简谱 The Chinese form of cipher or number musical notation
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jinghu 京胡 The smallest of the bowed lutes among the Naxi, a term synonymous with erhuang
Kunqu 昆曲 This term describes folk opera that originated in Kunshan 昆山 near Shanghai. Some 
believe this to be the oldest form of Chinese opera. (UNESCO)
luguan 芦管 Reed pipe, sometimes used for oboe or other double reed instruments
lusheng 芦笙 Mouth organ documented in JVC Anthology
matou qin 马头琴 The two string fiddle common to Mongolia with a horse head carved at the 
tuning peg end 
Mu 木 The family name of the headman of the Naxi
Mufu 木府 The name of the palace of the Naxi headman
nanguan 难关 A Taiwanese local musical style documented by Chou Chiener
Pumi 普迷 A minority nationality living in northwest Yunnan and southwest Sichuan
pipa 琵琶 A four-stringed lute, with a rounded back, high frets, played on the lap with the neck 
held vertical when playing
sanxian 三弦 A three stringed plucked lute, distinctly absent from Mao's research 
shuanghuang guan 双簧管  Oboe, sometimes used for other double reed instruments
suona 唢呐 A free blowing double reed wind instrument played by the Chinese and other 
minority nationalities, often used in wedding and funeral music, whose sound volume is 
great, able to balance trumpets
wutong 梧桐  platanifolia firmiana An important wood in China for making musical instruments
zaomu 枣木 The jujube date tree
zheng 筝 A 18-21 stringed plucked zither with an arched soundboard and bridges
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APPENDIX C
Names in Chinese Pinyin and their Corresponding Characters
Cao Guijie………………………………………………………………….....曹桂节
Gao Jianhua…………………………………………………………………..高建华
.......................................................................................................He Maogen 和冒根 
.............................................................................................................He Juyi 和举毅
.............................................................................................................He Liyi 和利毅
He Xuejun……………………………………………………………………和学军
He Yufen...........................................................................................................和玉芬
........................................................................................................He Yunhua 和运华
He Zhanhuan………………………………………………………………....和占环
He Zhizhi……………………………………………………………………..和志志
Li Zhouhu…………………………………………………………………….李周呼
.......................................................................................................Mao Jizeng 毛继增
...............................................................................................................Xuan Ke 宣科
..................................................................................................Wang Chaoxin 王朝信
Wang Liwei…………………………………………………………………...王李伟
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APPENDIX D
The Songs in Order of the Story
Dduq 
The story is introduced. Some of the programmatic themes are stated to help the listener 
hear and understand that this story is sad. Several motifs are played suggesting to the listener that  
someone is weeping. Music Transcription can be found beginning on page 120.
Yi Feng Shu
(Transcription beginning on page 122) The listener has now found out that a plot has 
been hatched by the princess’ father, the head man of the Naxi, to overthrow the leadership of the 
neighboring Pumi people. Because she has been detained under house arrest, the princess has no 
way to warn her husband, the prince of the Pumi. In her distress she notices her clothing and her 
own blood; so, she rips off a piece of her dress, breaks her skin on her hand, and writes him a 
warning. Finally, she ties this message to a dog that flees to the Pumi and warns them about the 
plan.
Sail See Jjiq
(Transcription beginning on page 139) The warning is too late, and war commences. The 
Pumi do not fare well. In fact, none of the Pumi soldiers survive the onslaught. At the end of the 
battle, people come to the edge of the river and watch the water go by. They sing, “is it water or 
is it blood?” The water is running red with the blood of the brave warriors. They also seem to be 
stunned by the violence and deaths of so many strong and brave soldiers.
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Mee Mil Ngvq
(Transcription on page 138) This song title means “The Princess is Weeping.” One 
explanation of this piece is that the princess is weeping as she contemplates the uncertain future 
of the battle that is to ensue. This researcher, however, placed the song here because he feels that 
this mournful tune describes the Princess’reaction after she has received word that all of the 
Pumi soldiers, including her husband, have perished in the fight. The programmatic element of 
weeping can be heard in multiple places throughout the song.
Kail Co
The story of the battle is recounted in Kail Co or “The Bow and Arrow Dance,” 
transcription on page 151. A storyteller sings, recounting the tale of the battle and between each 
phrase, the bulbuq plays to give the listener time to process the impact of the event encapsulated 
in the meaning of each phrase. Unfortunately, this is one song where the words have changed so 
much that no one really knows the meaning of the words.
Now that the soldiers have died, somehow their spirits must journey to the country of 
their ancestors in the north. Yet even in death, many barriers and obstacles obstruct the way to 
their destination. Those who remain must help them by dancing with an imaginary bow and 
arrow in their hands and by shooting the evil spirits and other enemies that block the paths of the 
soldiers. The song is done rhythmically providing a “spiritual warfare” backdrop for the hearer to 
imagine the dancers chasing down spiritual enemies. At the Naxi Impression Performance 
attended by the author, dancers mimicked soldiers searching for their enemies in order to shoot 
them with a bow and arrow. In the author's mind, this kind of dance goes well with Kail Co but 
during the show, it was performed during Ddol Co. The author still has an unanswered question 
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as to whether that dance was performed appropriately during Ddol Co or whether the message of 
the “spiritual warfare” is more appropriate during Kail Co. The author never witnessed a dance 
to Kail Co.
A Li Li Ji Perq
(Transcription beginning on page 152) The people who are left are remembering those 
who perished in the battle. In a beautiful reflection, they know that the spirits of these soldiers 
have departed. Like an eagle that flies away, so their spirits have departed. Like a crane takes off 
from the water of the lake and flies north, so have their spirits flown away to the land of their 
ancestors. Like a beautiful white cloud in the sky, their spirits are in the air and in a while, like 
the clouds, the soldiers have vanished away.
Ddol Co 
“Chi Jiao Wu (Dance Barefoot)” (transcription on page 161) depicts the situation of 
when the princess was put in Yulong pavilion by her father Mu, and she could not stand because 
thorns were embedded in the ground (Mao 1964, 13). She remains there until her death.
Mulbul
“An Elegy” (transcription on page 162) Those who remain behind compose a song to 
remember those who passed away in the battle. The crane has flown up into the layers of white 
clouds. The crane will not return. The small eagles and cranes are gathering in great flocks to see 
the crane off (Mao 1964, 37-8).
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APPENDIX E 
A Short Pronunciation Key and Glossary of Naxi Terms
Before reading the titles of the songs and other Naxi words, a little understanding of the 
Pinyin is in order. A brief explanation of the sounds will help the reader to know how to 
pronounce the Naxi words. The letters as they are known will not receive an explanation. Only 
those that are encountered that seem strange or that have contexts where pronunciation will differ 
from an English speaker will be explained. Naxi is also a tonal language so a brief explanation of 
the tone system will be given to help the reader to understand how to say the tone. 
The Sound System
“bb” /b/ as in the word “ball.”
“b” /p/ without the puff of air, as in the word “span.”
“c” /tsʰ/ as in the word “pots” but using a puff of air.
“gg” /g/ as in “go.
“g” /k/ without a puff of air is in “skip.”
“q” /tɕʰ/  This sound is much like the English “ch” sound in “cheese” when followed by 
the “i” sound although some words use the /kʰ/ where the ʰ means that a puff of air accompanies 
the sound like English naturally does in the word “king.”
“x” /ʃ/ This sound is much like the sound of the “sh” sound in the English word “sheep.”  
There is more than one dialect so there are variants to this sound when one travels to other areas 
from Lijiang. 
The vowel system is listed in the following:
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“ai” /a/ like in the word “father”
“e” /əә/ like the u in “mud” or the o in “of”
“ee” /ɯ/ has no clear English equivalent.  It has three different sounds. The first sound 
imitates a person expressing disgust with “oo!” when the lips are not rounded. The closest 
Chinese sound is when “e” is written in words like “gege.” The second is like the Chinese sound 
for “i” in the “si” for number four. The third is a bit like the American English “r” sound except 
the tongue is curled farther back in the mouth. 
“er” /ɚ/ is like the “ar” sound in the word “tar.”
“i” /i/ is pronounced like “key.”
“u” /u/ is spoken like the vowel in “moon.”
“v” /ṿ/ is spoken like the initial consonant in “van” but it is used in the vowel position.
The Naxi Tonal System
The tone system in Naxi is marked in the following way; tone is always marked at the 
end of a syllable. “l” is a high level tone and “q” is a low level tone. When “f” appears, the vowel 
starts low and rises. When no consonant appears at the of a syllable, the tone is a middle level 
tone (Pinson, Jacqueline 2006, 152-9).
A Short Naxi Language Glossary
Bbesheeq Xilli Baisha Xiyue, the local music style being discussed in this paper
bi'liq the Chinese flute called dizi with the membrane on the open hole between the mouth-hole 
and the first finger hole. This word is also found among the Qiuci, a people in the North 
of China for a double reed instrument the Chinese call “guan.” The Qiuci lived near mod-
ern day Kucha or Kuche in Uighur, along the Silk Road in the area north of the Takla-
makan Desert in the far west of Xinjiang province by a town that is called Guizi, about 
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half way between Urumqi and Kashgar (Xi 2011, 30). Do not confuse this usage with the 
Naxi word for “flute.” One can suspect that this is a borrowed word among the Naxi.
bulbuq double-reed pipe; Rees reports this instrument as “bobo” (Rees 2000, 69). The author is 
using the Naxi pinyin in this paper.
Gguq qil, Guqi (Chinese pinyin) a well known improvisatory style Naxi folk song style
shuqggvddvq 4-stringed plucked lute and written “sugudu” in Rees
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APPENDIX F 
Musicians Who Performed in the Afternoon of Baisha Xiyue
Mul Bul was not performed that afternoon, hence its absence in this listing. The only 
performance of Mul Bul was in May, 2012 at He Liyi's home in Changshui, Yunnan, a village 
just to the west of Lijiang. 
The musicians, the songs, and the instruments they played on that afternoon are listed on 
the following page in a chart. Each song was played several times with performers sometimes 
changing roles; consequently, some musicians are listed as singing or playing multiple 
instruments.
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Cao 
Gui Jie
Gao 
Jian 
Hua
He 
Xue 
Jun
He 
Zhan 
Huan
He Zhi 
Zhi
Li 
Zhou 
Hu
Wang 
Chao 
Xin
Wang 
Li Wei
The 
Author
Dduq dizi dizi
Yi 
Feng 
Shu
pipa san 
xian, 
huqin
san 
xian
huqin, 
jinghu
bulbuq jinghu erhu, 
jinghu
dizi
Mee 
Mil 
Ngvq
huqin dizi
Kail 
Co
voice bul-
buq, 
voice
voice voice, 
bulbuq
Sail 
See 
Jjiq
dizi san
xian, 
huqin, 
voice
san 
xian
huqin bulbuq jinghu erhu, 
voice
shuq-
ggv-
ddvq
A Li Li 
Ji Perq
dizi voice, 
huqin, 
san 
xian
san 
xian
huqin bulbuq voice, 
erhu
bul-
buq, 
zhuq-
ggv-
ddvq
Ddol 
Co
san 
xian 
huqin erhu dizi
Mul 
Bul
Not 
Played
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APPENDIX G
Permissions
The author got permission from Helen Rees to include two graphics that she had in her 
doctoral thesis, Echoes of History: Naxi Music in Modern China (2000). She wrote on August 
16, 2014 the following:
Yes, fine if you use that picture in your thesis and credit me as the photographer. It 
was taken in a public setting, so there shouldn't be any permissions issues beyond 
mine as the photographer.
This response was for use of the picture listed on page 34. After writing for permission on 
this picture, the author wrote another email asking for permission for the use of a portion of her 
transcription listed on page 42 of this thesis. The following is her permission written to the 
author, also on August 16, 2014.
Again, fine if you use that portion in the thesis and credit me as the transcriber.
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